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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Regulation of Yolk Microtubule Dynamics by Dachsous Cadherins
by
Gina Danielle Castelvecchi
Doctor of Philosophy in Biology and Biomedical Sciences
Developmental, Regenerative, and Stem Cell Biology
Washington University in St. Louis, 2020
Professor Lilianna Solnica-Krezel, Chair & Advisor
Professor James Skeath, Co-Chair

The process of epiboly, or the thinning and spreading of a tissue, is a wellconserved morphogenetic process. As one of four conserved gastrulation cell
movements, epiboly is important to help organize the overall body plan. Epiboly in
zebrafish involves the thinning and spreading of the blastoderm originating from the
animal pole to completely enclose the yolk. It is driven by a multitude of physical
processes that involve the three cell types comprising the embryo: the yolk syncytial
layer (YSL), enveloping layer (EVL), and deep cells. These physical aspects can be
broadly described as involving cell-cell interactions through adhesion proteins,
actomyosin contractility for cell shape changes and exerting forces on the cell layers,
and the yolk microtubule skeleton responsible for exerting pulling forces on the YSL,
from which it emerges. Through attachments of the YSL to the EVL and the EVL to
deep cells, these pulling forces are a significant contributor to epiboly progression. My

xviii

thesis work focuses on understanding the roles for the three atypical cadherins,
Dachsous 1a (Dchs1a), Dchs1b, and Dchs2, in regulating microtubules, particularly
those within the yolk during epiboly. Previous work from our lab established multiple
roles for Dchs1b during early embryogenesis and epiboly. Maternal-zygotic (MZ)
dchs1b mutants exhibit defects due to aberrant actomyosin and microtubule networks
including insufficient yolk cytoplasmic streaming and improper dorsal determinant
transport, respectively. Our collaborative work on dchs1b established a novel
mechanism for dchs1b-dependent regulation of microtubule dynamics during early cell
cleavages. Briefly, we show Dchs1b promotes microtubule dynamics by recruiting
Tetratricopeptide repeat-containing protein (Ttc28) to the membrane and away from the
cytoplasm and microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs), which limits the inhibitory
effect of Ttc28 on microtubule dynamics. This Dchs1b-Ttc28 interaction somehow
exerts effects on microtubules via Aurora B kinase (AurkB), which is known for
regulating a multitude of microtubule associated proteins (MAPs). I also showed that
correct levels of dchs1b expression were required for proper AurkB localization to
mitotic spindles, which may be responsible for altering AurkB activity. Through studies
of epiboly, I showed the partial redundant functions for the three dchs genes in this
process. Additionally, we showed endogenous expression of Dchs1b-6xsfGFP at cell
membranes during zebrafish epiboly for the first time. Yolk microtubules during epiboly
in triple dchs mutants are bundled, and I used high-speed time lapse confocal
microscopy to show that microtubule polymerization is longer in duration and plus end
displacement, suggesting fewer catastrophe events and more stable plus ends. At the
minus end, dchs triple mutants yolk microtubules exhibit increased association with

xix

CAMSAP1, indicating increased stability at the minus end as well. Together, my studies
support roles for dchs in promoting microtubule dynamics at both ends of microtubules.
Lastly, we developed a workflow to manipulate AurkB activity in yolk microtubules to be
used in the future to better understand roles for AurkB in regulating microtubules
outside of cell division and whether Dchs regulates microtubules in epiboly using a
similar mechanism to that in early cell cleavages.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 The conserved aspects of epiboly in vertebrates
Epiboly is one of the major, well-conserved morphogenetic processes during
embryonic development. It involves the spreading of a tissue usually accompanied by
thinning is observed in both anamniotes and amniotes alike, despite overall differences
in embryo architecture. Epiboly occurs as one of four conserved cell movements during
gastrulation to organize the three germ layers, endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm,
and to shape the overall body plan. The other cell movements include ingression and
convergence and extension (C & E). Internalization transports mesoderm and
endoderm beneath the ectoderm. C & E involves the mediolateral narrowing of tissue
and anteroposterior elongation, respectively.1 Below, I discuss examples of epiboly
during gastrulation in select vertebrate model organisms, as well as mouse gut and skin
morphogenesis, highlighting important commonalities and differences that contribute to
our overall understanding of the process of epiboly.
1.1.1 Epiboly-like movements in Mus musculus
Research on early developmental processes in Mus musculus is limited, as
mammals have acquired the ability to protect and support developing embryos in the
womb. This presents challenges for detailed live imaging studies more easily performed
in non-mammalian species. There are two developmental processes in mouse that
resemble epiboly: gut endoderm morphogenesis2 and epidermis expansion.3 During gut
endoderm morphogenesis at embryonic day 7 (E7.0), post-ingression definitive
endodermal cells become interspersed amongst the visceral endodermal layer of the
gut (Figure 1.1A). This process requires coordinated cellular changes of both cell types.
1

At E7.0, the embryo is rapidly growing which leads to stretching of the developing gut
endoderm that occurs simultaneously as the visceral endodermal layer of cells becomes
a more flattened, squamous epithelial layer of cells in a SOX17-dependent manner.
Meanwhile, definitive endodermal cells that have already undergone partial epithelial-tomesenchymal transition (EMT) by re-distributing their E-cadherin intercalate into the
visceral epithelium and return to their epithelial nature (Figure 1.1B).2,4,5
The second example of epiboly-like movements in the mouse occurs during
E13.5 as the mouse epidermis encloses the developing embryo (Figure 1.1C). During
this process, a multi-layered epithelium undergoes radial intercalations to form an
epidermal basal progenitor monolayer (Figure 1.1D). This requires cellular protrusive
activity as well as proper extracellular matrix (ECM) formation.3 Interestingly, loss of the
seven-pass cadherin family member, Celsr1, in Crsh mutant mice disrupts epidermal
epiboly, and a study utilizing morpholino knockdown and expression of dominantnegative forms of the orthologous gene in zebrafish showed it is also required for
epiboly, suggesting at least a partially conserved requirement for cell-cell adhesion in
this process.3,6
1.1.2 Epiboly during Gallus gallus development
In chick embryos, the blastoderm sits atop a relatively massive yolk, otherwise
classified as a telolecithal egg, and undergoes blastoderm expansion (Figure 1.1E).7
During this expansion, pulling forces of blastoderm edge cells oppose those of
contraction in the rest of the blastoderm (Figure 1.1F). This was inferred from a classical
experiment by which the blastoderm, except for the ring of edge cells, was removed.
The ring of edge cells continued to migrate over the yolk, faster than edge cells in an
2

intact embryo.7–11 These edge cells extend actin and microtubule-rich filopodial
processes to interact with the ECM of the vitelline membrane.7,8,12–14 Disruption of either
actin8 or microtubule dynamics8,11,14,15 halts epiboly. The effect of microtubule disruption
is independent from cell division, as blockage of cell proliferation had no effect on
blastoderm expansion.11

3

Figure 1.1 Epiboly in select vertebrate species

4

A. Mus musculus sectional view at embryonic day 7. Light tan labels visceral endoderm;
blue labels the epiblast; gradient yellow-red horn indicates primitive streak; gradient
yellow-red circles are primitive streak derivatives. Arrow indicates direction of
mesodermal cell migration. Adapted from Viotti, et al. 2014.
B. Intercalation of definitive endodermal cells into layer of visceral endodermal cells in Mus
musculus. Top layer of columnar blue cells are epiblast cells; gradient yellow-red
indicates primitive streak derivatives (definitive endoderm, mesoderm); yellow cells
represent definitive endodermal cells intercalating into the visceral endoderm; light tan
labels visceral endoderm. Adapted from Viotti, et al. 2014.
C. Mus musculus schematic of embryonic day 13.5.
D. Transverse section of Mus musculus embryonic day 13.5. Yellow is endoderm; red is
mesoderm; blue is ectoderm. Arrows indicate direction of epidermal epiboly. Adapted
from Panousopoulou, et al. 2016.
E. Section of late blastula stage Gallus gallus. Blue is epiblast; yellow and red dotted line is
hypoblast. Cells are situated atop light tan yolk.
F. Magnified section of late blastula stage Gallus gallus, specifically the animal pole. Blue is
epiblast; yellow and red dotted line is hypoblast. Cells are situated atop light tan yolk.
Arrows indicate direction of blastoderm expansion.
G. External view of stage 10 Xenopus embryo. Blue is ectoderm; red is mesoderm; yellow
is endoderm.
H. Section of stage 10 Xenopus embryo. Blue is ectoderm; red is mesoderm; yellow is
endoderm. Arrows indicate direction of epiboly.
I.

External view of early epiboly stage Danio rerio embryo. Blue is ectoderm; yellow-red
gradient is mesendoderm; light tan is the yolk.

J. Section of early epiboly stage Danio rerio embryo. Blue is ectoderm; yellow-red gradient
is mesendoderm; light tan is the yolk. Arrows indicate direction of epiboly.
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1.1.3 Xenopus epiboly
Xenopus embryos are mesolecithal, meaning yolk is unevenly distributed along
the animal-vegetal axis. Following the early cleavages, the vegetal blastomeres are
larger and rich in yolk compared to the animal blastomeres. Therefore, the blastoderm
of developing Xenopus embryos does not sit atop a large yolk and appears much
different from chick and fish embryos (Figure 1.1G). During epiboly, ectodermal cells at
the animal pole undergo two main cell shape changes and movements. The most
superficial epithelial cell layer flattens and spreads,16,17 while the deeper ectodermal
mesenchymal cells undergo radial intercalations (Figure 1.1H).16 Superficial layer
spreading is mostly passive and driven by mechanical interactions, such as adhesion,
with intercalating deep cells.18 Cell-cell adhesion17,19,20 and properly oriented symmetric
cell divisions within the superficial plane are required for effective spreading of this
layer.21 Radial intercalation of deep cells requires protrusive activity and cell shape
changes.16 These intercalations also require cell interactions with the ECM22–27 as well
as reception of the chemotactic C3a signal originating from the superficial layer. This
signal drives intercalations of deeper cells towards the superficial layer.18
1.1.4 Epiboly in teleost fish
Like chick, teleost fish are telolecithal, with the blastoderm sitting atop a large
yolk cell (Figure 1.1I). Its external development and potential for physical manipulations
place Danio rerio amongst chick and frog as a valuable model organism, but its genetic
tractability and husbandry are what set it apart as an attractive model for studying early
developmental processes like epiboly.
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Early work on teleost development by Trinkhaus and colleagues in Fundulus
provided a robust description of the underlying cellular processes of epiboly, and this
knowledge has held true as the smaller Danio rerio teleost model came into favor for
developmental genetic studies (Figure 1.1J). Epiboly in fish is the first major cell
movement that occurs after zygotic genome activation when the embryo contains a few
thousand cells. Five main concepts of teleost epiboly have held true in both Fundulus
and Danio. 1) Three cell types are present during epiboly: the enveloping cell layer
(EVL), deep cells, and the yolk syncytial layer (YSL). The EVL is epithelial in nature and
most superficial in the embryo. The mesenchymal deep cells are what becomes the
embryo proper, and the YSL is a syncytium located between the blastoderm and the
yolk. 2) The EVL layer expands and thins during epiboly. 3) The YSL expands and
exerts pulling forces on the EVL throughout epiboly. 4) As epiboly progresses, the YSL
rapidly endocytoses the yolk cytoplasmic layer (YCL), diminishing it until eventually
disappearing. 5) Deep cells undergo radial intercalations during the thinning and
spreading of the blastoderm over the yolk.28 Trinkhaus also described in his work the
importance of cell tension,28 cell protrusive activity,29 cell shape changes,30,31 and cellcell adhesion29 during epiboly. The formation of these three cell types and how they
cooperate during epiboly will be further described in the sections that follow in this
chapter.
These concepts have held true and been elaborated in Danio research. Zebrafish
have the same three cell layers during epiboly.32,33 EVL formation and its expansion
requires cell adhesion,34,35 attachment to the YSL,36–38 and cell flattening,39 but
minimal, if any, cell division.40 The YSL forms when initial marginal blastomeres
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collapse into the yolk just preceding zygotic genome activation,33 followed by controlled
cytokinesis failure.41 Similar to Fundulus, zebrafish YSL exerts pulling forces42,43 on the
EVL, and these forces require actomyosin38,44 and microtubule networks.45,46 YSL
expansion coupled with YCL reduction requires endocytosis.43 The intercalations of
deep cells are largely passive47–50 and do not require interaction with the ECM,51 unlike
in Xenopus, but they still require cell adhesion.52–54
Zebrafish and Xenopus epiboly also differ greatly in how the process relates to
other cell movements happening simultaneously. Convergence and extension (C & E) in
zebrafish and its counterpart, convergent extension, in Xenopus is responsible for the
narrowing of the mediolateral axis and the expansion along the anteroposterior axis.
This process initiates after epiboly onset but still overlaps with it in both zebrafish and
frog.55,56 The planar cell polarity (PCP) signaling pathway is a major regulator of C & E
in both animals by regulating cell shape changes and orientation that facilitate these cell
movements. Disruption of PCP signaling in the frog impairs convergent extension, and
this, in turn, leads to disruption of epiboly and ectodermal thickening.57 However,
epiboly occurs normally in zebrafish embryos with impaired C & E due to disrupted PCP
signaling.58 The only functional perturbation related to PCP signaling that disrupts both
epiboly and C & E in zebrafish is the loss of flamingo/celsr through a combination of the
loss of function mutation in celsr2 and morpholino knockdown of celsr1a and celsr1b.
Flamingo is a seven-pass cadherin family member, and its role in epiboly is likely
related to its adhesive activity rather than PCP signaling.6
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1.1.5 Epiboly commonalities across model systems
In summary, while embryos of these select model organisms may look very
different at first glance, they share cellular mechanisms that regulate epiboly
progression. Cell flattening is required for epiboly of the mouse gut endoderm, and
superficial cell layer of chick,59 frog,16,17 and fish gastrulae.30,31 The importance of cellcell adhesion has been directly shown in mouse gut endoderm morphogenesis2 and
frog17,19,20 and fish,34,35,52–54 but it may also be important for epiboly in chick and mouse
epidermal epiboly simply because of the importance of adhesion in epithelial cell layers.
Cell-ECM interactions are required for epidermal epiboly in mouse,3 as well as epiboly
in chick7,8,12,13 and frog,22–27 but not in zebrafish.51 Radial intercalation cell behaviors are
required for epiboly in mouse,3 frog,16 and fish,47–50 but not in chick. Dynamic actin and
microtubule activities are required for normal epiboly in chick,8,11,14,15 frog,21 and
fish,38,44–46 but have not been implicated in the mouse. The mechanisms of these cell
behaviors and forces in zebrafish epiboly will be further discussed in the following
sections of this chapter.

1.2 Coordination of three cell types during epiboly in Danio rerio
As mentioned previously, epiboly in zebrafish utilizes three cell types: the YSL,
EVL, and deep cells.32,33,40 These three cell types serve distinct roles regarding force
generation and certain cell fate decisions during development, but their coordination
with one another is essential for successful epiboly. The formation and general roles of
these cell types are outlined below.
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1.2.1 The yolk syncytial layer (YSL)
The YSL forms around the 9th or 10th cell cleavage when blastomeres at the
margin between the blastoderm and yolk collapse into the yolk.33 These nuclei then
undergo, metasynchronously, three divisions without cytokinesis.40,41 The YSL is
considered the signaling equivalent of visceral endoderm 60 and acts as a source of
Nodal signaling,61–66 dorsal-inducing signals,61,62,64,67 and BMP signaling coordination68
during early patterning of the embryo. At the initiation of epiboly, the YSL undergoes
differential contraction and expansion to drive doming.40,69 It also controls ECM
assembly, which while apparently dispensable for the completion of epiboly, is required
for heart development, endodermal cell movements, and C & E.51,70–74 The YSL also
exerts pulling forces on the EVL, which require dynamic yolk cytoskeletal arrays. 42–45,75–
80

1.2.2 The enveloping layer (EVL)
The EVL forms after the 11th cell division, also known as the mid-blastula
transition, when the zygotic genome is activated and cells become motile. At this point,
the EVL cell lineage becomes restricted from the deep cells.32,81 The EVL is established
and maintained as a tightly junctioned epithelial layer, requiring zygotic Klf2a/b and
Klf17-dependent transcription,82 FoxH1-dependent expression of keratin genes,83 and
Grhl3-dependent transcription.84 During epiboly, EVL cells thin and spread through a
series of cell shape changes.39,85 The EVL remains attached to the YSL, and the
epithelial sheet characteristics of the EVL allow for forces initiated from the YSL to be
transmitted across the entire superficial layer.36–38,44 The EVL was once thought to be a
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transient extraembryonic structure, but a more recent study showed the EVL persists to
form the larval epidermis.86
1.2.3 Deep cells (DEL)
The deep cells of the embryo are mesenchymal in nature and will go on to form
the embryo proper. During epiboly, their radial intercalations are largely passive and
driven by EVL and YSL forces.49 Because of this passivity, little is known about direct
interactions between deep cells and the EVL and YSL, except that E-cadherin is
required for the EVL-deep cell attachment.48

1.3 Physical aspects driving zebrafish epiboly
1.3.1 Spreading of the enveloping layer (EVL)
Apicobasal thinning and perpendicular spreading is important for the EVL to
eventually enclose the yolk since very few cell divisions occur in this layer during
epiboly. Cell divisions that do occur are oriented along the animal-vegetal axis and
contribute to the overall spreading towards the vegetal pole.87 The cell shape changes
of EVL cells during epiboly are largely under the control of actin forces. The actomyosin
ring of the YSL exerts both vegetal-ward pulling and circumferential shortening forces
throughout the process of epiboly through yolk plug closure, or the completion of
epiboly. The pulling forces elongate EVL cells along the animal-vegetal axis. During
later epiboly, the circumferential forces, akin to a purse string being pulled closed,
shorten the margin perimeter and reduce the area of attachment of marginal EVL
cells.39,85
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1.3.2 Deep cell radial intercalations
The nature of radial intercalations of zebrafish deep cells has been a topic of
discussion. Previous studies showed a radial gradient of RNA expression of E-cadherin
with its highest expression superficially, suggesting it may serve as a directional signal
for radial intercalations and their bias.52 However, this gradient is only evident until 30%
epiboly and does not persist through the entire process.52 A later study tracked these
deep cells at a higher spatial and temporal resolution and showed these radial
intercalations have no directional bias.49 Because of this, the passive radial
intercalations are thought to be driven by EVL pushing forces and occur simply to fill the
space that opens up between the EVL and YSL as epiboly progresses.49,50 Even though
these movements occur bidirectionally, they still require dynamic cell-cell adhesion to
occur and be maintained.52–54 Deep cell intercalations have also been proposed to
require protrusive activity from overlying EVL cells.88
1.3.3 Cell-cell adhesion
Adhesion dynamics are essential between cells of the same type as well as
across different cell types during epiboly. The proper levels of cadherins in cell-cell
adhesion are required for efficient cell movements during gastrulation. 89 Additionally,
classical cadherins preferentially form homophilic interactions, but they are also capable
of heterophilic interactions. Studying adhesive forces in vivo presents many technical
difficulties, so most direct measurements of adhesion are conducted in cell doublets or
dissociated progenitors derived from developing embryos. These studies have
challenged the conventional differential adhesion hypothesis that posits cells sort based
on their adhesive differences, by showing that heterophilic interactions are not always
12

stronger than homophilic ones.90–92 Further studies will further delineate the complex
roles of homophilic and heterophilic cadherin interactions during development.
EVL cell-cell adhesion maintains a tight epithelial sheet, which allows for force
transmission from the YSL. This adhesion requires both E-cadherin34 and EpCAM.35 Ecadherin is also necessary for proper adhesion between deep cells undergoing radial
intercalations.52–54 Attachment of the EVL to the YSL transmits pulling and
circumferential forces from the YSL to the EVL. This involves desmosomes, Claudin E,
and EpCAM.35–37 Lastly, the E-cadherin-mediated attachment of the EVL to the deep
cells appears to be important for epiboly, but the specifics of this are not well
understood.48
1.3.4 Cell tension
Tension forces and transmission of these forces from one cell type to another are
essential for epiboly progression. The YSL consists of an external domain containing
superficial nuclei around the circumference of the embryo and an internal domain
between the blastoderm and the yolk. At the onset of epiboly, or doming, the external
YSL contracts while the internal YSL expands, causing adjacent yolk to bulge upward
into the blastoderm. This requires actin dynamics within the syncytium, and without
these YSL changes, doming fails to occur.40,69 During epiboly progression, the YSL is
pulling on the EVL, and infrequent cell divisions that occur along the animal-vegetal axis
relieve some of this non-uniform tension that can accumulate and disrupt epiboly
progression. This also prevents cell fusions that can occur under local regions of high
tension.69,87 Studying tension and exerted forces in a quantitative way is difficult in an
intact embryo, but future studies using FRET tension sensors in embryos93,94 and
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atomic force microscopy95 on cells will be important for better understanding cell tension
during epiboly.
1.3.5 Contraction of the actomyosin ring
As previously mentioned, the actomyosin ring and its contraction dynamics exert
pulling forces as well as circumferential forces on the attached EVL that drive its closure
at the vegetal pole.44,75,77,80 Disruption of the actomyosin ring can lead to epiboly delay
and/or premature attempts to close the blastoderm around the yolk, leading to its
extrusion.38,44 The contraction of the actin ring is often assayed indirectly by measuring
the cell shape changes of marginal EVL cells themselves. Directly assaying the
contraction of the actomyosin ring requires destructive laser cutting experiments,
preventing the continuous monitoring of tension over time in a single embryo. 85
1.3.6 Dynamics of the yolk microtubule array
The highly organized yolk microtubule array emanates from microtubule organizing
centers (MTOCs) within the external YSL to cover the entire exposed yolk (Figure
1.2).45,76–79 Early experiments found that yolk microtubules are necessary for epiboly
progression.45,46 However, when embryos are treated with a microtubule-stabilizing
agent, taxol, epiboly was also disrupted.45 This implies that yolk microtubule dynamics,
not simply a stable microtubule array, are needed for zebrafish epiboly. A recent study
expanded upon these findings, showing that the external YSL nuclei (eYSN) are
transported along this microtubule network towards the vegetal pole through a LINC
complex-mediated attachment to Kinesin-1.96 Abnormal spacing of eYSN is associated
with misorganized yolk microtubules, but it is unclear whether this is a cause or an
effect.76,80,97–99 A common phenotype in epiboly mutants is bundling of this yolk
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microtubule network, leading to patches of yolk devoid of microtubule coverage, as
reported for taxol-treated embryos.6,45,76–79,100

Figure 1.2 Yolk microtubule arrays emanate from MTOCs in YSL

1.4 Mutations in dachsous atypical cadherins in zebrafish lead to various
microtubule-related defects
Recent studies from the Solnica-Krezel lab characterized loss of function
mutations in the dachsous1b (dchs1b) gene, which codes for an atypical cadherin, and
many of the resulting phenotypes can be attributed to misregulated microtubules.
Zebrafish embryos are maternally loaded with protein and transcripts, and zygotic
transcription does not begin until the mid-blastula transition. dchs1b is maternally
loaded (M) and is zygotically expressed (Z), Early dchs1b mutant phenotypes are
described in MZdchs1b embryos, or a complete loss of both maternal transcript loading
and zygotic expression of dchs1b. After egg activation, the embryo normally assembles
a yolk microtubule array at the vegetal pole for transport of dorsal determinants that will
eventually break the radial symmetry of the embryo. The transport of the putative dorsal
determinant wnt8a is defective in MZdchs1b mutants due to an improperly bundled
microtubule transport array.100 Early cell cleavages are slower, asynchronous, and
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sometimes result in divisions into more than two daughter cells due to defects in mitotic
spindles and midzone microtubules and defective cytokinesis.100,101 During these early
cleavages, when cytoplasmic bridges exist between the blastomeres and the yolk cell,
yolk microtubules undergo oscillations of microtubule polymerization and catastrophe in
synchrony with cell cleavages. In MZdchs1b mutants, these microtubules do not
depolymerize to the same extent as their wild-type counterparts, suggesting a reduction
of overall microtubule dynamics.
During epiboly, yolk microtubules normally polymerize along the animal-vegetal
axis, and this is required for epiboly progression.101 This polymerization alignment is
disrupted in MZdchs1b mutants, resulting in bundling of yolk microtubules and an
overall epiboly delay.100 Together, these observations raise the possibility that dchs1b is
also required for regulating microtubule dynamics during epiboly. Additional studies in
Drosophila have also implicated dachsous (ds) in regulating the alignment and polarity
of parallel microtubule arrays in wing epithelial cells. However, the mechanisms through
which Dchs proteins regulate microtubules during zebrafish epiboly are still unclear.
Analysis of yolk microtubule dynamics in dchs mutants during zebrafish epiboly is
presented in Chapter 3.

1.5 Zebrafish dchs expression and protein structure
Dachsous is an atypical giant cadherin initially discovered in Drosophila, where it
is encoded by one gene (ds) and traditionally studied in the contexts of planar polarity
and Hippo signaling. Zebrafish have three dchs genes: dchs1a, dchs1b, and dchs2.
dchs1a and dchs1b are orthologs of mammalian dchs1 and arose from the partial
genome duplication event in teleosts, and dchs2 is the ortholog of mammalian dchs2.
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Dchs is classified as an atypical cadherin, with a single-pass transmembrane domain, a
large extracellular domain (ECD) with 27 cadherin tandem repeats and a short
intracellular domain (ICD).102 Sequence comparison across species of the cadherin
superfamily identified three conserved motifs in the Dchs ICD, CM1, CM2, and CM3.
The ICD of Dchs is predicted to be inherently disordered, except for CM2, which is
predicted to have helical organization and be a protein binding site.103 A recent study
showed that CM2 is required to bind a Dchs1b binding partner, Tetratricopeptide
Repeat 28 (Ttc28) and Aurora B. Dchs1b promotes microtubule dynamics by recruiting
Ttc28 to the membrane, reducing its limiting effects on microtubule dynamics via Aurora
B.101
The diverse temporal expression patterns of these three genes suggest at least
some non-overlapping functions in zebrafish. dchs1b is heavily maternally loaded, while
dchs2 peaks in expression at 70% epiboly and dchs1a at yolk plug closure (YPC),
indicating that all three genes are expressed during epiboly.100 In Drosophila, ds is
expressed in ectodermal tissues during embryonic development and wing discs and the
central nervous system during larval development.102 Studies in Drosophila suggest the
atypical cadherins Dachsous (Ds) have differentially expressed isoforms and its
extracellular domain can be proteolytically cleaved,104 while Fat (Ft) ICD is
proteolytically cleaved.105 In Drosophila, three novel Ds isoforms have been postulated:
Ds-extracellular, Ds1 (alternatively spliced ICD), and Ds-intracellular (DsIntra).
Interestingly, DsIntra is predicted to encode a 44kDa free-floating ICD containing CM2.
These different isoforms have also been shown to have different functional
consequences.106 Ft can be proteolytically cleaved to create a 68kDa free-floating ICD
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that can target mitochondria and influence mitochondrial function.105 While Ds
intracellular isoforms are described, there is no evidence that Ds is cleaved to form a
free-floating ICD, and their functional significance remains to be investigated.

1.6 Established molecular mechanisms of dachsous function
Much of what we know about dchs function in signaling pathways comes from
studies in Drosophila. Phenotypic studies in mouse suggest conservation of these
signaling functions in some contexts, but the exact mechanistic roles of vertebrate Dchs
in signaling are still unclear.
1.6.1 Roles in planar cell polarity (PCP) signaling
Planar polarity describes the polarization of epithelial or mesenchymal cell
collectives across the tissue plane. The planar cell polarity signaling (PCP) pathway is
one molecular mechanism involved in this type of polarization and is conserved from
Drosophila to humans. PCP signaling consists of two modules, core, which regulates
short-range signaling, and global, which regulates longer-range signals. The core PCP
module consists of proteins, including Van gogh (Vang), Dishevelled (Dsh), Frizzled
(Fz), Flamingo (Fmi), Diego (Dgo), and Prickle (Pk), that form intracellularly asymmetric
protein complexes that are established and maintained by intra- and intercellular
protein-protein interactions. This allows for short-range communication of polarity
information to cell neighbors (Figure 1.3A).107–120 The global PCP module consists of
proteins expressed in tissue and organism-wide gradients, allowing for longer range
polarity signaling. Ds is a confirmed member of the global PCP module (Figure
1.3B).121–125 How the core and global modules interact with one another has been
longstanding question in the field.
18

Figure 1.3 Planar cell polarity signaling pathway schematic
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Findings in the Drosophila larval and adult epidermis indicate Ds-Ft heterophilic
interactions, regulated by the Golgi kinase Four-Jointed (Fj), act in parallel to the core
PCP signaling module to regulate planar polarity.122,124–130 The atypical myosin, Dachs,
is a known downstream effector of Ds-Ft interactions and may regulate cell polarity
changes by altering the actin cytoskeleton.131,132 Ds is expressed in a gradient fashion
and recruits Dachs, while Ft recruits the ubiquitin ligase, FbxL7, to inhibit Dachs
accumulation and activity.133,134 However, it is important to note that no vertebrate
Dachs ortholog has been identified, so effectors of the global PCP module are still
unclear.
In the Drosophila developing eye and wing discs, Ds-Ft heterophilic interactions,
also regulated by Fj, directly regulate the core PCP module, known as the linear
model.121,123–129,135,136 One proposed cellular mechanism for this is through the
regulation of parallel apical microtubule arrays in the wing epithelium. The global
module is required for regulating this parallel alignment and the polarity of the
microtubules in the array. Some core PCP proteins are transported along these
microtubule arrays, helping establish their asymmetric intracellular distribution.137–141
This exact mechanism may not be conserved in vertebrate mesenchymal-like cells
during gastrulation because their microtubules are organized in a radial array around
the microtubule organizing center (MTOC). Core PCP signaling regulates intracellular
MTOC positioning in zebrafish, and as in Drosophila, an intact microtubule network is
required to establish and maintain intracellular asymmetries of PCP components.142,143
The parallel and linear models for how global PCP functions are seemingly
contradictory, and recent studies have sought to resolve this. One core PCP gene,
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prickle (pk), has two different isoforms, prickle (pk) and spiny-legs (sple), and these
isoforms are differentially expressed in different tissues. pk is the predominant isoform
in the developing eye and wing discs, and this is proposed to couple global and core
PCP signaling. sple is the predominant isoform in the epidermis, and this isoform is
proposed to uncouple the global and core PCP modules. 111,140,144 This model is likely
not conserved in vertebrates, as there has not been a sple isoform identified.
PCP signaling is also important for early vertebrate development. It regulates
convergence and extension (C&E) by mediating mediolateral elongation of gastrulating
cells, which facilitates efficient mediolateral intercalation and cell migration. This
reduces the tissue width in the mediolateral direction and increases tissue length in the
anteroposterior direction.55,56 While C&E does overlap with late epiboly, there is no
evidence for PCP pathway involvement in zebrafish epiboly.6,58 This suggests that any
roles dchs has in regulating epiboly are independent from PCP signaling.
1.6.2 Roles in Hippo signaling
The regulation of cell growth and proliferation by the Hippo signaling pathway
was originally linked to Ds-Ft heterophilic interactions in Drosophila.145 In this context,
Ds acts as the ligand and Ft as the receptor (Figure 1.4).146 Their interaction negatively
regulates cell growth and proliferation by stimulating activation of Warts (Wts) kinase
through the FbxL7-dependent reduction of subapical Dachs localization on the Ft side of
the intercellular interaction.133,134 Dachs normally inactivates Wts by inducing its
conformational change.147 In parallel, Hippo kinase activates Wts through
phosphorylation.148 Wts then phosphorylates the Yorkie (Yki) transcription factor,
preventing it from entering the nucleus to stimulate expression of downstream, pro21

proliferative and growth targets.149 Simultaneously, on the Ds side of the intercellular
interaction, Vamana accumulates subapically and recruits Dachs to the membrane,
which negatively regulates Wts kinase.147,150,151 Ds also recruits Riquiqui and Minibrain
kinase, and the latter phosphorylates Wts to negatively regulate its activity.152

Figure 1.4 Hippo signaling pathway schematic
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Zebrafish Dchs has not been linked with the Hippo signaling pathway. Some
recent studies have shown Hippo signaling is conserved in zebrafish. Early work using
morpholinos against mats1 (kinase that stimulates wts ortholog)153 and yap (yki
ortholog)154 showed developmental delay during epiboly and increased cell death.
However, morpholino data should always be cautiously interpreted, and these
phenotypes can be common off-target effects. taz/wwtr1 transcription factor, which is
regulated similarly to yki in Drosophila, is required for early maternally encoded
functions of micropyle formation and fertilization in the zebrafish egg.155,156 Disruption of
Hippo signaling also causes later defects in organ development and regeneration in
zebrafish. A recent study in another teleost fish, medaka, showed that loss-of-function
mutation in yap showed no effect on cell proliferation during early development, but it
did increase cell death and delayed epiboly during gastrulation.157 The reduction of cell
division, either by elongated cell cycles158 or reduction of mitotic events,159 does not
appear to significantly affect epiboly progression. Because epiboly can occur relatively
normally without cell division, it is likely than any epiboly defect in embryos with
disrupted Hippo can be attributed to altered cell survival rather than proliferation.
1.6.3 Evidence for conservation of dachsous functions
Phenotypes associated with human and mouse mutations in DCHS1/Dchs1
suggest some conserved signaling functions. Mutations in human DCHS1 are
associated with mitral valve prolapse160,161 and Van Maldergem syndrome, with the
latter being in part characterized by defective neuronal migration.162,163 PCP-dependent
function of Dchs1 is important for facial branchiomotor (FBM) neuronal migration in the
mouse.164 However, such defects have not been reported for Dchs zebrafish mutants,
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despite a conserved involvement of the core PCP pathway.165
Dchs1 loss of function in mice is highly pleiotropic. Dchs1 mutant mice have
shorter cochlea, wider and shorter sternums, and reduced ureteric branching in kidneys,
all of which are phenotypes also seen in PCP mutant mice.166,167 In addition, loss of
Dchs1 leads to smaller lungs and intestines, as well as smaller craniofacial bones due
to defective endochondral ossification, which all could be related to cell proliferation
defects and Hippo signaling.168 While at least some dchs functions are conserved from
Drosophila to vertebrates, its exact cellular and molecular mechanisms are still unclear.
For example, the involvement of dchs in PCP and Hippo signaling in Drosophila is Fatdependent. However, our studies of yolk microtubule bundling in MZdchs1b mutant
zebrafish embryos indicate that free-floating Dchs1b-ICD is sufficient to rescue these
defects, suggesting Fat-independent function.

1.7 Aspects of regulation of microtubule dynamics
Microtubules make up extensive and diverse cytoskeletal networks within cells.
They are required for many cellular processes including cell division,169 cell
polarity,170,171 and intracellular transport.171 Microtubules are polymerized from αβtubulin dimers, and the plus end is marked by exposed α-tubulin whilst the minus end
with exposed β-tubulin. The polarity of microtubules is crucial for these cellular
processes. Microtubules are dynamically unstable, meaning they undergo periods of
polymerization and depolymerization/catastrophe.172,173 Polymerization and
depolymerization activities of microtubules differ between the plus and minus end, 173
and this will be further discussed later in this section.
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1.7.1 Plasma membrane protein interaction with microtubules
Proteins embedded or tethered to the plasma membrane, like Dchs, must
possess various strategies for regulating the cell’s microtubule cytoskeleton that is
present throughout the cytoplasm. Below, I outline three examples of how membrane
proteins regulate microtubule organization and dynamics. These membrane proteins
bind intermediate proteins that are either known microtubule-associated proteins
(MAPs) or regulators of MAPs.
Dscam function in Drosophila olfactory neurogenesis

In Drosophila olfactory projection neuron dendrite morphogenesis, Down
syndrome cell adhesion molecule (Dscam) binds to tubulin folding cofactor D (TBCD).
The model posits that Dscam at the membrane recruits TBCD away from free tubulin,
leading to the destruction of tubulin dimers, and therefore, loss of microtubules.174
Ankyrin proteins in C. elegans neurons

Ankyrin proteins typically act as linkers between integral membrane proteins and
the actin cytoskeleton. In C. elegans neurons, Ankyrin recruits the adapter protein Unc119 and the MAP CRMP to form a complex at the membrane. CRMP binds
microtubules, and this complex works to anchor microtubules to the membrane. The
complex serves to balance the microtubule sliding regulated by Kinesin-1 with
microtubule anchoring to maintain required microtubule organization in dendrites. 175 The
mammalian ortholog, CRMP-2, has been shown to bundle and stabilize microtubules as
well, but it is not known whether this Ankyrin-Unc-119-CRMP mechanism is conserved
in vertebrates.176
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Dachsous1b during zebrafish early cleavage stages

As discussed earlier, Dchs1b function is required for proper early cleavages
during zebrafish development. Our recent study, included as Chapter 2 in this
dissertation, identified a binding partner of the Dchs1b ICD, Ttc28. MZdchs1b mutant
embryos have less dynamic microtubules during early cleavage stages, while MZttc28
mutant embryos have slightly more dynamic microtubules. Additionally, loss of ttc28
suppresses the microtubule dynamics phenotype in MZdchs1b mutants. Dchs1b is also
sufficient and necessary to recruit Ttc28 to the cell membrane in zebrafish blastula.
Because overexpression of ttc28 phenocopies MZdchs1b causing reduced dynamics of
microtubules, this suggests that Dchs1b reduces the activity of Ttc28 that limits
microtubule dynamics by recruiting it away from microtubules and to the membrane
(Figure 1.5). Ttc28 is required for proper cell division both in zebrafish101 and
mammalian cells177, but there is no evidence that it binds microtubules directly, implying
there was a third protein in this complex. Supporting this, Aurora B (AurkB) kinase, an
evolutionarily-conserved regulator of cell division and the chromosomal passenger
complex, forms complexes with Dchs1b and Ttc28. Reduction of AurkB activity
phenocopies the reduced microtubule dynamics observed in MZdchs1b mutants.
Moreover, early cleavages in MZttc28 mutants are less sensitive to inhibition of AurkB
activity, while MZdchs1b mutants exhibit increased sensitivity compared to wild-type
embryos. Together, in the proposed model, Dchs1b regulates intracellular distribution of
Ttc28, which regulates microtubule dynamics through AurkB.100,101
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Figure 1.5: Regulation of microtubule dynamics by Dchs1b, Ttc28, and AurkB

1.7.2 Regulation of the microtubule plus end
In vivo, the microtubule plus end experiences most of the polymerization and
catastrophe events.173 Therefore, much of the regulation of microtubule dynamics
happens here. Below, I outline select classes of plus-end binding proteins and discuss
their roles in regulation of microtubule dynamics, and a summary can be found in Table
1.
Effect of the GTP cap

The α and β tubulin monomers within the dimer subunit are each initially bound
to GTP. Shortly after a tubulin dimer is added to a microtubule, the β-tubulin GTP is
hydrolyzed to GDP, reducing local stability of the microtubule. The lag time between
incorporation of free tubulin and GTP hydrolysis allows for a relatively stable plus-end
tip with a GTP cap. However, if hydrolysis occurs too quickly, microtubule catastrophes
can occur.178–180 Therefore, control of the rate of GTP hydrolysis affects the stability of
microtubule plus ends.
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The EB protein class

The plus end-binding protein class (EB) is characterized by its ability to track
growing, but not shrinking plus ends by interacting directly with microtubules via a
calponin homology domain.180 This protein class consists of EB1, 2, and 3, and these
serve as adapters so other MAPs can be recruited to plus ends via its C-terminal coiled
coil domain and acidic tail.180–183 The effects on plus-end dynamics are not completely
clear, and some results are seemingly contradictory depending on context. In some
studies, EBs speed up polymerization, catastrophe events, and catastrophe rescues, 183
while others have found EB3 suppresses catastrophes themselves.184
XMAP215 and CLASP

The XMAP215 and cytoplasmic linker-associated proteins (CLASPs) protein
family are characterized by their tumor overexpressed gene (TOG) domains. TOGs
directly bind soluble tubulin dimers and bring them to microtubule plus ends for
subsequent addition.185 The primary role for XMAP215 is to promote polymerization,186–
188

while CLASPs are known for stabilizing, bundling, and rescuing microtubule

catastrophe events.189–193
Cytoskeleton-associated protein-glycine rich (CAP-Gly)

Cytoskeleton-associated proteins-glycine rich (CAP-Gly) contain CAP-Gly
domains for microtubule and EB protein interactions, and a large coiled coil domain
known to recruit CLASPs. Members of this protein family include cytoplasmic linker
proteins (CLIPs) and Dynactin.180 CLIPs track growing plus-ends in an EB-dependent
manner and may even regulate interactions between EBs and microtubules. 180–
182,184,194,195

CLIP activity opposes and rescues catastrophes, thereby stabilizing

microtubules.196,197 Dynactin tracks plus-ends and can bind to microtubules and EBs.198–
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It also localizes to centrosomes with EB1, and this is important for establishment,

maintenance, and organization of radial microtubule arrays.201–203
Basic and serine rich proteins

Basic and serine-rich MAPs contain regions of basic and serine amino acids to
bind both microtubules and EBs, and therefore, they also track growing plus ends. 180 By
binding both microtubules and EBs, these MAPs can also regulate these
interactions.204,205 Well-studied proteins in this family include Adenomatous polyposis
coli (APC), TIP150, and spectraplakins, but their effects on microtubule dynamics are
distinct. APC promotes microtubule polymerization and stabilization at plus ends. 206,207
TIP150 recruits Kinesin-13 to plus ends for depolymerization activity, thereby
destabilizing microtubules.208,209 Spectraplakins serve to organize microtubules by
linking them to the actin cytoskeleton via cross-linking.210–214 Microtubule actin
crosslinking factor 1 (MACF1), a spectraplakin, has roles in regulating microtubule
turnover in and transport to focal adhesions in motile cells.212,215 210–214
Kinesins

Plus-end targeted kinesin motors transport a wide array of different cargos along
microtubule tracks, and sometimes those cargo proteins regulate microtubule dynamics.
They can transport CLIP170 to plus ends where it can regulate microtubule stability. 216–
218

Kinesin-8 can directly depolymerize microtubules.219 Kinesin-13 is a bidirectional

kinesin capable of inducing conformational changes of tubulin within microtubule
filaments, thereby destabilizing microtubules including plus ends.220–223
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1.7.3 Regulation of the microtubule minus end
The microtubule minus end undergoes slower rates of polymerization and
depolymerization compared to plus ends and hence is more stable. Minus ends are
often anchored to other cellular structures, which serves as a mechanism for
intracellular microtubule organization.173,224–227 Research on the dynamics of
microtubule minus ends was largely neglected until recently, and here I discuss
identified minus-end binding proteins and their mostly microtubule stabilizing roles. A
summary of these proteins can be found in Table 1.
The γ-tubulin ring complex (γ-TuRC) acts as a microtubule nucleator as well as a
minus-end cap.228 This capping activity includes reducing polymerization228 and
tethering of minus ends to MTOCs.229,230
Calmodulin-regulated spectrin-associated proteins (CAMSAPs), including the
Drosophila ortholog, Patronin, recognize and bind minus ends. The three CAMSAPs
differ in deposition patterns at the minus end, with CAMSAP1 tracking minus tips, 231 and
CAMSAP2/3 binding to certain lengths of minus ends.231,232 CAMSAPs block
microtubule depolymerase activity of Kinesin-13 at the minus end233,234 and can
cooperate with Katanin to reduce minus-end polymerization.232 Overall, CAMSAPs limit
the dynamics of microtubules at their minus ends.
Abnormal spindle-like microcephaly-associated protein (ASPM) regulates minus
ends specifically during cell division. It binds minus ends and cross-links them to other
minus ends during spindle formation.235,236 ASPM can also cooperate with Katanin to
reduce minus-end polymerization.236
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The KAT8 regulatory NSL complex (KANSL) consists of KANSL1/3 and
Microspherule protein 1 (MCRS1), and overall stabilizes minus ends. KANSL1/3 can
recognize and bind minus ends, while MCRS1 promotes minus-end stability by, in part,
blocking microtubule depolymerase activity.237,238
Dynein and Kinesin-14 microtubule motors can cooperate with other MAPs to
crosslink microtubule minus ends to promote bundling and stability.239–242 Dynein can
also bind MTOC proteins to link them to minus ends, promoting MTOC formation and
minus-end stability.243,244
1.7.4 Microtubule bundling and cross-linking
Microtubule bundling and cross-linking are important for formation and
stabilization of various microtubule arrays, including such cell structures like the mitotic
spindle, midzone,245 and cilia.246 In this section, I will highlight select examples of
proteins that promote microtubule bundling and the consequences of microtubule
bundling on their stability; a summary can be found in Table 1.
Overlapping of microtubules at mitotic spindles and midzones

During cell division, spindle microtubules overlap with one another, and proceed
to shorten, leading to the formation of the midzone and subsequently cytokinesis.
Briefly, these dynamics are regulated by proteins that mediate antiparallel microtubule
cross-linking and sliding.245,247–249 Control of the length of microtubule overlap by
kinesin-dependent sliding and MAP65-dependent cross-linking is essential for this
process.250–259 Additionally, Nucleolar and spindle-associated protein (NuSAP)
stabilizes and cross-links microtubules to various structures, likely playing a role during
mitosis as well.260
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Roles for plus-end proteins in bundling

Some plus-end MAPs have been implicated in microtubule bundling. EB1
promotes microtubule bundling in Arabidopsis root structure to promote growth.261
Centrosomal protein 169 (Cep169), another plus-end tip tracker, also promotes
microtubule bundling.262,263 Tubulin polymerization-promoting protein (TPPP) binds
microtubules and to itself to bundle select microtubules together as well. 264
Consequences of bundling

Microtubule bundling is not only important for the formation of specializes cell
structures; it also has consequences for overall microtubule stability. In plants, MAP65-1
bundles microtubules to protect them from severing by Katanin 1. 265 Dynein is also
capable of bundling microtubules, and these are more resistant to cold- and
nocodazole-induced depolymerization.266 In cell culture, Tau proteins are also capable
of bundling microtubules and protecting them from depolymerization events.267,268
Additionally, the dynamics of the bundles of microtubules can be interdependent.
Bundles can collectively undergo polymerization or catastrophe, depending on
conditions, and the dynamic instability of one microtubule can affect others within the
bundle.269,270
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Table 1: Summary of microtubule binding proteins
Protein name/class

MT localization

Effect

EBs180–184

+ end

↑ polymerization
↑↓ catastrophes
↑ bundling (E

)

CLASPs, XMAP215186–
193

tubulin

↑ polymerization

+ end

↑ stabilization
↑ bundling
↑ rescues

CLIPs180–182,184,194–197
+ end

↓ catastrophes
↑ rescues

Dynactin198–203

+ end

radial MT array organization

centrosomes
APC206,207

+ end

↑ polymerization
↑ stabilization

TIP150208,209

+ end

↓ stabilization

Spectraplakins210–215

MTs

↑ crosslinking to actin

Kinesin-8219

MTs

↑ catastrophes

Kinesin-13220–223

MTs

↓ stabilization

γ-TuRC228–230

nucleation sites

↓ polymerization

- end

- end tethering

CAMSAPs231–234

- end

↓ polymerization

ASPM235,236

- end

↓ polymerization
↑ crosslinking

KANSL complex237,238

- end

Dynein239–244

- end

↑ stabilization

MTOCs

↑ bundling

- end

↑ stabilization

↑ stabilization
↓ catastrophes

Kinesin-14239–242

↑ bundling
MAP65250–259

mitotic spindles

↑ crosslinking

NuSAP260

mitotic spindles

↑ crosslinking
↑ stabilization

Cep169262,263

+ end

↑ bundling

TPPP264

MTs

↑ bundling

Tau267,268

MTs

↑ bundling
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1.7.5 Microtubule modifications
Microtubule modifications have been studied for decades, primarily in vitro
isolated from various tissues. They can have a variety of effects on microtubule stability.
Below, I outline seven common microtubule modifications. There is ongoing research
identifying new modifications such as succination271 and O-Glc-NAcylation,272 but their
consequences on microtubule dynamics are not well understood, so these will not be
discussed here.
Acetylation

Like histone acetylation, the location of acetylation within the tubulin dimer is
what determines the overall effect on microtubule stability. Two common acetylation
marks, K40 on α-tubulin and K 5 on β-tubulin, for example, have very different effects
on microtubules and tubulin incorporation, respectively.273–276
K40 acetylation of α-tubulin is a very slow process to spread along the entire
microtubule. Therefore, only very long-lived microtubules are completely acetylated at
this location.273–275 K40 acetylation of microtubules resists cold- and drug-induced
depolymerization,277,278 and it also reduces mechanical stress breaks along the span of
a microtubule.279 K40 acetylation can also affect the activity of microtubule severing
proteins Katanin and Fidgetin. In neurons, Katanin prefers targeting K40-acetylated
microtubules,280 while Fidgetin shows preference for unacetylated microtubules.281
Simplistically speaking, acetylated tubulin confers microtubule stability and can serve as
a marker for stabilized microtubules.
K252 acetylation of β-tubulin is found on free tubulin dimers, and this can lower
the incorporation rate of these dimers into polymerizing microtubules. Therefore,
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regulation of K252 acetylation could modulate microtubule polymerization rate, given a
limited pool of free tubulin.276
Phosphorylation

There are many sites for phosphorylation on microtubules, but three sites have
been studied and linked to effects on the stability of microtubules. T257 phosphorylation
of α-tubulin prevents incorporation of those tubulin dimers during microtubule
depolymerization. This was implied by depolymerization recovery assays, where
repolymerization was markedly slower in conditions with enriched T257
phosphorylation.282 β-tubulin S172 phosphorylation has similar effects.283,284 In contrast,
however, S 65 phosphorylation of α-tubulin promotes incorporation of those dimers
during microtubule polymerization.285 In summary, the location of tubulin
phosphorylation can have vastly different effects on microtubule dynamics and stability,
and there are still other phosphorylation sites that may have importance in regulating
these processes.
Tyrosination

The tyrosination modification’s removal can be either reversible or permanent,
depending on which amino acid residues are cleaved. Typically, glutamic acid and
tyrosine are the last two amino acids of C-terminus of α-tubulin. If the tyrosine residue of
a tubulin tail is removed, this exposes a glutamate residue, and this can be referred to
as either detyrosinated tubulin or monoglutamylated tubulin. This modification is
reversible on individual dimers once the microtubule depolymerizes. 286–288 However, if
this tail is further processed, and that glutamate residue is also removed, this tubulin is
now permanently detyrosinated, or Δ -tubulin. This, in turn, can permanently affect the
tyrosination state of subsequently polymerized microtubules. With this, regulation of
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tyrosination state of microtubules has two levels: tyrosination versus detyrosination, and
temporary versus permanent detyrosination.289–291
Overall, detyrosinated microtubules persist longer than tyrosinated ones.292 In
neurons, Fidgetin prefers to sever tyrosinated,293 and some plus-end MAPs prefer
tyrosinated tubulin over detyrosinated tubulin.181,294,295 Additionally, detyrosinated
tubulin is protected against the depolymerization activity of Kinesin-13.296,297 Overall,
detyrosinated tubulin appears to be both a marker for stabilized microtubules as well as
confer stability by affecting the activity of certain MAPs.
Poly-modifications

The aforementioned tubulin modifications are all mono-modifications, meaning
only one added modification changes microtubule stability. In the case of polymodifications, not only is the presence of the modification important, but also the length
of the modification itself.
Tri-methylation

The main methylation modification of microtubules that has been studied is trimethylation at the K40 site of α-tubulin. K40 tri-methylation is often found on
microtubule minus ends near spindle poles as well as the distal ends of midbodies. This
tri-methylation mark can compete with acetylation at this same location, but its direct
effect on microtubule dynamics is not well-understood.298
Poly-amination

Poly-amination of microtubules has been studied primarily in extracts of the brain
and testes, where it is most abundant. Studies of these extracts showed that polyaminated microtubules are resistant to cold-induced depolymerization, but their
polymerization is unchanged.299,300
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Poly-glutamylation

Poly-glutamylation is the reversible poly-modification of the tubulin tail.301 This
modification is required for cilia assembly and maintenance in zebrafish302,303 and
mice.304,305 The specific length of this poly-modification is important, as too long of
glutamylation modifications leads to hyper-stabilized microtubules and shorter
cilia.306,307 The severing protein Spastin exerts its activity on tubulin with a certain length
of this modification, and this can be important for generating new nucleation sites and
free tubulin.308–310 Overall, poly-glutamylation appears to confer stability to microtubules,
but the variable length requirements make it difficult to use this as a marker for stable
microtubules.
Poly-glycylation

Poly-glycylation is another reversible poly-modification of the tubulin tail.311 While
distinct from poly-glutamylation, researchers have often studied these two modficiations
in tandem. Poly-glycylation is required for cilia assembly and maintenance in
Tetrahymena,312,313 zebrafish,302,303 and mice.304,305

1.8 Thesis objectives and significance
Dchs proteins are highly conserved and have roles in PCP signaling, Hippo
signaling, and regulation of microtubule alignment and polarity. The findings about ds in
Drosophila, however, are not readily applicable to vertebrates. Therefore, this work
seeks to determine roles for dchs genes in microtubule regulation during early zebrafish
embryogenesis to gain insight into dchs functions not readily identified in Drosophila.
These studies involve the processes of early cell cleavages as well as epiboly, or the
thinning and spreading of cell layers. These investigations provide insight into the roles
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for dchs in regulating microtubule dynamics in multiple contexts and potential
mechanisms involved.
In Chapter 2, we investigated the roles for MZdchs1b in early cell cleavages.
Briefly, Dchs1b promotes microtubule dynamics during cleavages by recruiting Ttc28
away from the cytoplasm and MTOCs and to the cell membrane. This reduces Ttc

’s

inhibitory effects on microtubule dynamics. Because there was no indication that either
Dchs1b or Ttc28 binds directly to microtubules, we investigated a previously identified
protein interactor with Ttc28, AurkB.177 We proposed that due to MZdchs1b mutants
being more sensitive to AurkB inhibition and MZttc28 mutants being resistant to this
inhibition, that Dchs1b-Ttc28 somehow regulates microtubules through AurkB.
In Chapter 3, we investigated the potential for partially redundant roles for dchs
genes during epiboly along with the regulation of yolk microtubule dynamics. Indeed, we
show that dchs1b activity can partially compensate for loss of both dchs1a and dchs2,
and dchs1a and dchs2 can partially compensate for loss of Zdchs1b during epiboly.
Through generation of a knock-in zebrafish line that fuses Dchs1b with six copies of
sfGFP, we were able to image endogenous Dchs1b for the first time using confocal
microscopy during epiboly stages. This study also indicates dchs genes have an
important role for promoting microtubule dynamics through regulation of the plus and
minus ends.
Finally, in Chapter 4, we developed a workflow to determine roles for AurkB in
regulating yolk microtubules during epiboly. Using this method, in the future we will be
able to study possible functional interactions of Dchs with AurkB in a separate context
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from early cell cleavages. Lastly, a localization experiment suggested that Dchs1b may
somehow regulate the co-localization of AurkB with mitotic spindles.
This work investigates the roles for and redundancies amongst dchs genes in
regulating microtubules during zebrafish development. Microtubules have roles in
diverse processes and regulated by a multitude of proteins and tubulin modifications.
These studies add to our growing understanding of the dynamics of microtubules during
early cleavages and epiboly, as well has how Dchs cadherins, proteins localized at the
cell membrane, can regulate microtubules, potentially from a distance.
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2.1 Abstract
Atypical cadherin Dachsous (Dchs) is a conserved regulator of planar cell
polarity, morphogenesis, and tissue growth during animal development. Dchs functions
in part by regulating microtubules by unknown molecular mechanisms. Here we show
that maternal zygotic (MZ) dchs1b zebrafish mutants exhibit cleavage furrow
progression defects and impaired midzone microtubule assembly associated with
decreased microtubule turnover. Mechanistically, Dchs1b interacts via a conserved
motif in its intracellular domain with the tetratricopeptide motifs of Ttc28 and regulates
its subcellular distribution. Excess Ttc28 impairs cleavages and decreases microtubule
turnover, while ttc28 inactivation increases turnover. Moreover, ttc28 deficiency in
dchs1b mutants suppresses the microtubule dynamics and midzone microtubule
assembly defects. Dchs1b also binds to Aurora B, a known regulator of cleavages and
microtubules. Embryonic cleavages in MZdchs1b mutants exhibit increased, and in
MZttc28 mutants decreased, sensitivity to Aurora B inhibition. Thus, Dchs1b regulates
microtubule dynamics and embryonic cleavages by interacting with Ttc28 and Aurora B.

2.2 Introduction
Dachsous (Dchs in vertebrates and Ds in Drosophila) is a single-pass
transmembrane protein with 27 extracellular cadherin repeats and a less-characterized
intracellular domain.102,314 It was first shown in Drosophila to influence organ size and
planar polarity through heterophilic interactions with its binding partner, another giant
cadherin Fat.102,121,315 In Drosophila, a Golgi-associated kinase, Four-jointed (Fj), is
involved in the modulation of Ds-Fat interactions to regulate tissue polarity.125–127,316
Current evidence places the Fat/Ds/Fj module upstream and/or in parallel to the core
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planar cell polarity (PCP) signaling pathway in regulation of tissue polarity.121–
123,130,135,139,315

dachsous is evolutionarily conserved, with two homologs in mammals and three
in zebrafish.100,132 Dchs1 neonatal mutant mice manifest abnormalities in multiple
organs, such as kidney and skeletal morphogenesis defects.166,167,317–319 Zebrafish
mutants lacking both maternal and zygotic function of dchs1b (MZdchs1b) display
numerous embryogenesis defects, including abnormal cleavages and gastrulation
movements,100 revealing conserved and unique functions of Dchs in vertebrate
development. Mutations in human DCHS1 homolog have been implicated in Van
Maldergem syndrome that includes periventricular neuronal heterotopia. Knockdown of
Dchs1 in mouse embryonic brain leads to abnormal localization of neural progenitor
cells, reminiscent of the human periventricular neuronal heterotopia phenotype.162
Moreover, recent studies also link mitral valve prolapse, a cardiac valve disease, to
DCHS1 mutations.160 The broad involvement of Dchs cadherins in vertebrate
development and human disease underscores the need to understand the underlying
cellular and molecular mechanisms.
Several molecules have been identified in Drosophila that bind to the intracellular
domain (ICD) of Ds and affect downstream events. Lowfat, a cytoplasmic protein, binds
to Ds ICD and functions to modulate Ds/Fat expression levels,320 while the WD40repeat protein Riquiqui has been shown to interact with Ds ICD to control the Hippo
signaling pathway.152 Recently, the SH3 domain protein Vamana/Dlish has emerged as
a novel interactor of Ds ICD to influence the downstream effector, unconventional
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myosin Dachs.150,151 However, neither Vamana/Dlish nor Dachs homologs have been
identified in vertebrates.
Current studies also suggest that Dchs regulates cellular processes through
microtubule cytoskeleton. In the Drosophila developing wing epithelium, Ds/Fat are
thought to provide directional cues to the core PCP components by regulating
polarization of apical microtubules.138,139 In zebrafish, defective organization and
bundling of the microtubule network are thought to underlie a subset of defects in
MZdchs1b mutants, including dorsal determinant transport and epiboly.100 However, the
molecular mechanisms through which transmembrane protein Dchs influences the
microtubule cytoskeleton remain unknown.
Here we report that MZdchs1b zebrafish mutants exhibit cleavage furrow
progression defects and impaired assembly of midzone microtubules during cytokinesis.
By studying microtubules in vivo, we provide evidence that these defects are associated
with decreased turnover of microtubules during embryonic cleavages, implying Dchs1b
promotes microtubule dynamics. We identify Ttc28, a tetratricopeptide (TPR) motifenriched cytoplasmic protein, as a molecular link between Dchs1b and microtubule
dynamics. We show that Dchs1b interacts via a conserved motif within its ICD with the
TPR motif of Ttc28 and regulates its subcellular distribution in zebrafish blastulae. Our
experiments attribute the microtubule turnover and embryonic cleavage defects in
MZdchs1b mutants to mis-localized Ttc28 during cleavage stages. Overexpression of
Ttc28 disrupts embryonic cleavages and decreases microtubule turnover, whereas loss
of Ttc28 increases microtubule dynamics. Moreover, genetic inactivation of ttc28 in
MZdchs1b mutants suppresses the microtubule dynamics and midzone microtubule
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defects without normalizing embryonic cleavages. We further discover that Dchs1b and
Ttc28 influence microtubule dynamics and embryonic cleavages in part via Aurora B, a
conserved regulator of cell division and microtubules.321–325 MZ cellular island (cei)
mutants lacking Aurora B function or embryos treated with Aurora B inhibitor exhibit
severe cleavage defects.325 We demonstrate that embryos treated with Aurora B
inhibitor exhibit reduced microtubule turnover similar to that in MZdchs1b mutants.
Consistent with Dchs1b and Ttc28 having opposing effects on microtubule dynamics
and cleavages, embryonic cleavages in MZdchs1b mutants are sensitized, while
MZttc28 mutants are less sensitive to Aurora B inhibition. Taken together, our studies
identify Ttc28 and Aurora B as novel interactors of Dchs1b that control microtubule
dynamics during embryonic cell divisions.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Loss of dchs1b results in cleavage furrow progression defects
We first investigated the mechanisms through which Dchs1b regulates early
cleavages in zebrafish by employing the Tg[βactin2:GCaMP6s]stl351 transgenic line,326
which allows detection of calcium signaling associated with cleavage furrow initiation,
propagation, and deepening.327 In contrast with the stereotypical calcium signaling
pattern associated with synchronous cleavages that occur at about 15-min intervals in
wild-type (WT) embryos,40 time-lapse confocal imaging revealed aberrant calcium
activities in cleavage-stage MZdchs1bfh275/fh275 mutants that harbor a strong/null
nonsense mutation in this gene (Figure 2.1A; Video S1).100 Although the calcium signals
marking furrow initiation were usually positioned perpendicular to the preceding
cleavage furrow in WT embryos, they were positioned at various angles in MZdchs1b
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mutants (Figure 2.1B and S1A), indicating a cytokinetic furrow positioning defect. In
MZdchs1b mutant embryos, furrow calcium signaling sometimes failed to extend
laterally during the propagation phase (Figure 2.1C). In addition, the narrowing of the
calcium signal associated with furrow deepening in WT embryos was delayed in
MZdchs1b mutants (Figure 2.1D). These data indicate cytokinesis defects in MZdchs1b
mutant embryos.
To test whether cytokinesis anomalies could lead to aberrant furrow calcium
activities, we treated WT Tg[βactin2:GCaMP6s]stl351 zygotes with Aurora B inhibitor
ZM447439. Consistent with the role of zebrafish Aurora B in cytokinetic furrow
establishment and extension,325 we found that cleavage furrow calcium signaling was
positioned normally but failed to propagate laterally after ZM447439 treatment (Figures
S1C–S1E; Video S2). These observations further support the conclusion that MZdchs1b
mutants exhibit cytokinesis defects during embryonic cleavages. Moreover, using
confocal imaging for γ-tubulin and DNA staining, we detected mitosis and cytokinesis
defects in MZdchs1b mutants at 2.5 hr postfertilization (hpf), including polyploidy,
chromatin bridges, multipolar spindles, and micronuclei (Figure 2.1E,Figure 2.1F, and
S1B). Collectively, these data indicate that dchs1b is required for normal cell divisions
during early zebrafish embryogenesis.
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Figure 2.1: Disrupted Embryonic Cleavages in MZdchs1b

A. Representative time-lapse still images of cleavage furrow calcium signaling
indicated by Tg[βactin2:GCaMP6s]stl351 during cleavage stages in WT and
MZdchs1b. Scale bar, 300 μm.
B. Quantification of cleavage furrow orientation by monitoring calcium signaling in
WT and MZdchs1b at 2–4 cell stage. Directional distributions of the positioning
angle θ is shown as a rose diagram of 5° bins. Each bin represents a percentage
of the total population with the circular line indicating the percentile. N, number of
embryos. p < 0.005, Mardia-Watson-Wheeler test.
C. Quantification of calcium signaling dynamics during furrow propagation in WT and
MZdchs1b at 2–4 cell stage. The Y axis shows the percentage of furrow calcium
signaling width d at each time point divided by the total cell width d’. N, number of
embryos.
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D. Quantification of the ratio of the first furrow deepening calcium signaling width at
the onset of second cleavage in WT and MZdchs1b. The Y axis shows the ratio
of the initial cleavage calcium signaling width w divided by the total cell width w’.
N, number of embryos. ∗∗∗p < 0.001, Student's unpaired t test. Error bars
represent SD.
E. Representative images of mitotic and cytokinesis events in the blastomeres
stained using γ-tubulin (green) antibody and counterstained with DAPI (blue).
Scale bar, 30 μm. rrowheads indicate two or more nuclei in one cell, asterisk
indicates abnormal chromatin bridge, and arrow indicates micronuclei.
F. Quantification of mitotic events in WT and MZdchs1b embryos at 2.5 hpf. N,
number of embryos. n, number of cells.
2.3.2 Dchs1b promotes microtubule dynamics during embryonic cleavages
The regulation of microtubule dynamics is critical during mitosis and cytokinesis,
and both astral and spindle midzone microtubules contribute to the specification of a
cleavage furrow.328,329 As our earlier work revealed abnormal microtubule organization
in MZdchs1b mutants,100 we hypothesized that the observed mitotic and cytokinesis
defects in MZdchs1b mutants are due to mis-regulated microtubules. To explore
dynamic microtubule organization during mitosis and cytokinesis in MZdchs1b mutants,
we performed confocal time-lapse imaging during cleavage stages using a Tg[ef1α:dclkGFP] transgenic line in which microtubules are labeled with GFP.330 We found that
midzone microtubule assembly during cytokinesis was significantly delayed in
MZdchs1b mutants compared with WT (Figure 2.2A andFigure 2.2B), and, strikingly, in
some severely affected mutant blastomeres the midzone microtubules failed to
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coalesce into a midbody, resulting in cytokinesis failure (Figure 2.2A; Video S3). The
above data demonstrate that irregular midzone microtubule assembly can contribute to
the cytokinesis defects in MZdchs1b mutants.
To test whether the midzone microtubule defects in MZdchs1b mutants were
associated with altered microtubule dynamics, we examined microtubules by time-lapse
confocal microscopy in the yolk cytoplasmic layer (YCL), a thin layer in the yolk cortex.
During cleavage stages, microtubules originate from the marginal blastomeres and
extend along the animal-vegetal embryonic axis into the YCL.45 However, the dynamic
changes of microtubule network during cleavages have not yet been characterized with
live imaging. We found that the YCL microtubules depolymerize and polymerize from
the animal toward the vegetal pole in a cell cycle-dependent manner (Video S4, 2–2.5
hpf), giving rise during consecutive cell cycles to a zone of low microtubule density
between the trailing edge of depolymerizing microtubules and the leading edge of
polymerizing microtubules (Figure 2.2C). By quantifying the microtubule density from
confocal time-lapse imaging we found that, compared with WT, YCL microtubules in
MZdchs1b mutants exhibited slower turnover rate and often failed to form a microtubule
low-density zone (Figure 2.2C and Figure 2.2D; Video S4). On average, the microtubule
density in MZdchs1b mutants was decreased to 49.4% ± 9.3% of its maximal density, in
contrast with 16.3% ± 2.6% in WT embryos (Figure 2.2D). Similarly reduced microtubule
dynamics in MZdchs1b mutants were also observed using a different microtubulelabeling transgenic line, Tg[βactin2:EMTB-3xGFP] (Figures S6A and S6B).331 Based on
these results, we propose that Dchs1b promotes microtubule turnover during embryonic
cleavages.
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To investigate how Dchs1b promotes microtubule dynamics, we injected
synthetic RNA encoding EB3-GFP, a plus end microtubule marker,332 into WT and
MZdchs1b mutant zygotes and quantified the microtubule plus end EB3-GFP comet
speed at 4–4.5 hpf. We found that a larger fraction of EB3-GFP comets in MZdchs1b
mutant embryos exhibited a faster speed compared with WT embryos (Figure 2.2E) and
longer track displacement (Figure S6C), but comparable track duration (Figure S6D),
suggesting a faster microtubule polymerization rate in MZdchs1b mutants. Moreover, by
monitoring EB3-GFP comet trajectories, we observed defective microtubule polarization
angles in MZdchs1b mutants in comparison with WT, in which a significant alignment
with the animal-vegetal axis of the embryo was observed (Figure 2.2F). These results
are in agreement with defective microtubule polarity previously associated with
Dachsous mutations in zebrafish100 and Drosophila.138,139 Moreover, they are consistent
with lower microtubule turnover in MZdchs1b mutants (Figure 2.2D) and they further
suggest Dchs1b promotes microtubule turnover in part by negatively regulating
microtubule polymerization speed.
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Figure 2.2: Midzone Microtubule Assembly and YCL Microtubule Dynamics Defects in
MZdchs1b
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A. Representative time-lapse still images of microtubule dynamics during cytokinesis
in WT and MZdchs1b embryos using Tg[ef1α:dclk-GFP]. Arrowheads denote the
initial midzone microtubule width. Scale bar, 30 μm.
B. Quantification of the midzone microtubule assembly activities in WT and
MZdchs1b. The Y axis shows the ratio of midzone microtubule width d at each
time point divided by the initial width d’. N, number of embryos.

∗∗∗∗p

< 0.0001,

paired Student's two-tailed t test was used to determine the difference between
control and mutants across the time course. Error bars represent SEM.
C. Representative still time-lapse images of YCL microtubules marked with
Tg[ef1α:dclk-GFP] during cleavage stages in WT and MZdchs1b. To the right a
cartoon of eight-celled embryo with the black box illustrating the analyzed region;
, animal pole; V, vegetal pole. Scale bar, 30 μm.
D. Quantification of YCL microtubule density during individual cell cycles from the
time-lapse videos in WT and MZdchs1b. N, number of embryos. Error bars
represent SEM.
E. Quantification of EB3-GFP track speed in the YCL in WT and MZdchs1b. The Y
axis shows the relative frequency of all quantified tracks in corresponding speed
bins. The right panel shows a representative speed heatmap in the region of
interest. A, animal pole; V, vegetal pole. N, number of embryos; n, number of
EB3 tracks.
F. Directional distribution of EB3-GFP track angles in WT and MZdchs1b. N, number
of embryos; n, number of EB3 tracks.
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2.3.3 Dchs1b physically interacts with Ttc28
The above observations support a model whereby Dchs1b influences
microtubule dynamics and/or polarity to contribute to the regulation of embryonic
cleavages. However, it is still unknown mechanistically how Dchs or Ds could affect
microtubule polarity or dynamics in vertebrates or Drosophila. To identify a molecular
link between Dchs and microtubules, we performed affinity purification-mass
spectrometry (AP-MS) experiments using the intracellular domain of rat Dchs1 (Dchs1ICD) in HEK293 cells (Figure S2A). These experiments identified Lix1L, a known
interactor of Dchs,320 validating our approach. One of the top hits from these
experiments was Ttc28/TPRBK, a TPR motif-enriched cytoplasmic protein. Studies in
mammalian cells implicated Ttc28 in the regulation of mitosis and cytokinesis via
binding to Aurora B, a known regulator of microtubules during cell divisions.177 The
zebrafish ttc28 homolog is highly conserved in vertebrates (Figure S2B) and is
ubiquitously expressed during cleavage and blastula stages, with its transcripts
becoming enriched in neural tissues at 1 day post fertilization (dpf) (Figure 2.3A and
Figure 2.3B). This novel interaction between mammalian Dchs1 and Ttc28 is also
conserved in zebrafish, as co-immunoprecipitation (co-IP) experiments performed in
HEK293 cells demonstrated that zebrafish Ttc28 interacted with both full-length
zebrafish Dchs1b and Dchs1b-ICD (Figure 2.3C, Figure 2.3D, S3A, and S3B).
Subsequent experiments showed that HA-Ttc28-N and HA-Ttc28-N-1 but not HA-Ttc28ΔN-1 co-immunoprecipitated with Dchs1b-ICD, indicating that Dchs1b-ICD interacted
with the N-terminal TPR domain and specifically with the first 15 TPR motif repeats of
Ttc28 (Figure 2.3E, Figure 2.3F, and S3C). To define the region of Dchs1b-ICD involved
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in this interaction, we carried out deletion and truncation mapping of Dchs1b-ICD in coIP experiments. These studies revealed that CM2, one of the three Dchs1b-ICD
conserved motifs (CMs),103 was necessary and sufficient to mediate the interaction with
Ttc28-N (Figure 2.3G, Figure 2.3H, Figure 2.3J). Focusing on CM2, we observed that
deleting CM2-N, the first half of CM2, abolished the binding between Dchs1b-ICD and
Ttc28-N (Figure 2.3I and Figure 2.3J). However, substitutions of every three contiguous
residues within CM2-N to alanine could not completely abolish the interaction with
Ttc28-N (Figure S3D), suggesting Dchs1b-ICD interacts with Ttc28-N through several
residues in the conserved CM2-N motif. It is noteworthy that the evolutionarily
conserved 356-residue Dchs1b-ICD is predicted to be almost entirely disordered except
for a near 40-residue region comprising the CM2 motif (Figure 2.3J).333 This length of
amino acid sequence is typically insufficient to support a self-contained higher order
structure, but it can form an oligomerization domain or assume a highly ordered
conformation upon interacting with another protein.334 Cumulatively, these data indicate
that the interaction between Ttc28 and Dchs1b is conserved from zebrafish to mammals
and requires the N-terminal TPR motifs of Ttc28 and the CM2-N motif of Dchs1b-ICD.
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Figure 2.3: Dchs1b Interacts with the N-Terminal TPR Motifs of Ttc28 via its ICD CM2-N Motif
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A. RT-PCR assays to compare the expression levels of ttc28 at different
developmental stages in zebrafish. gapdh housekeeping gene as a reference
control.
B. The expression patterns of ttc28 revealed by whole-mount in situ hybridization at
eight-cell stage (1.15 hpf), 4.3 hpf, and 1 dpf zebrafish. ttc28 sense probe was
used as a negative control.
C. Co-IP assays of HA-Ttc28 with full-length Dchs1b-sfGFP or membrane GFP.
D. Co-IP assays of Flag-Dchs1b-ICD with HA-Ttc28.
E. Co-IP assays of Flag-Dchs1b-ICD with HA-Ttc28-N, HA-Ttc28-N-1, or HA-Ttc28ΔN-1.
F. Schematic of Ttc28 truncation constructs and the co-IP results of Ttc28 deletion
mapping.
G. Co-IP assays of HA-Ttc28-N with Flag-Dchs1b-IC ΔCM , Flag-Dchs1bIC ΔCM , or Flag-Dchs1b-IC ΔCM3.
H. Co-IP assays of HA-Ttc28-N with Flag-Dchs1b-ICD-N1, Flag-Dchs1b-ICD-N2, or
Flag-Dchs1b-ICD-N3.
I. Co-IP assays of HA-Ttc28-N with Flag-Dchs1b-ICD, Flag-Dchs1b-IC ΔCM -N, or
Flag-Dchs1b-IC ΔCM -C.
J. Schematic of Dchs1b-ICD deletion and truncation constructs and sequence
alignment of Dchs CM2 motifs from different species. Disorder consensus bar,
intensity of green corresponds with the strength of the consensus disorder
agreement among eight prediction algorithms.333 Red line, residues of zebrafish
Dchs1b involved in Ttc28 interaction.
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2.3.4 Dchs1b regulates Ttc28 subcellular distribution
Next, we sought to understand whether the interaction between Dchs1b and
Ttc28 could influence Ttc28 subcellular distribution in vivo. To address this, we injected
synthetic RNA encoding HA-Ttc28-mCherry (600 or 900 pg) into one-celled WT zygotes
and used confocal microscopy to examine the resulting blastulae at 3–4 hpf. We
observed that HA-Ttc28-mCherry was enriched in the perinuclear region, including the
centrosomes, and at the plasma membrane (Figure 2.4A, S2C, S2D, and S4E).
Interestingly, when Dchs1b-sfGFP was co-expressed with HA-Ttc28-mCherry in WT,
the accumulation of HA-Ttc28-mCherry at the centrosomes was reduced and it mostly
co-localized with Dchs1b-sfGFP at the plasma membrane (Figure 2.4A, Figure 2.4B,
and S4A). By mosaically expressing Dchs1b-sfGFP in WT blastulae ubiquitously
expressing HA-Ttc28-mCherry, we also observed a strong reduction of HA-Ttc28mCherry signal at the centrosomes in cells expressing Dchs1b-sfGFP (Figure 2.4C).
Further, we observed that HA-Ttc28-N-mCherry, but not HA-Ttc28-ΔN-1-mCherry, was
recruited to the plasma membrane by Dchs1b-sfGFP (Figures S4B and S4C), and the
accumulation of HA-Ttc28-mCherry at the centrosomes was reduced less when coexpressed in WT embryos with Dchs1b-ΔCM -sfGFP compared with Dch1b-sfGFP
(Figure S4E), consistent with the co-IP results. Conversely, in MZdchs1b mutant
blastulae, the plasma membrane localization of HA-Ttc28-mCherry was strongly
reduced (Figure 2.4AFigure 2.4B, and S4A). We interpret these data to mean that
Dchs1b is sufficient and required to recruit Ttc28 to the plasma membrane, and
consequently that Dchs1b regulates subcellular Ttc28 distribution.
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Figure 2.4: Dchs1b Regulates Ttc28 Subcellular Localization, and Ttc28 Is Sufficient to
Influence YCL Microtubule Dynamics and Embryonic Cleavages

A. Representative images showing the subcellular localizations of HA-Ttc28mCherry (magenta) with membrane GFP (green) or Dchs1b-sfGFP (green) in the
WT and MZdchs1b at 3–4 hpf in embryos injected with synthetic RNAs encoding
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HA-Ttc28-mCherry (600 pg), membrane GFP (25 pg), and Dchs1b-sfGFP (600
pg). The arrow points to a centrosome marked by HA-Ttc28-mCherry
accumulation. Scale bar, 30 μm.
B. Quantification of the relative HA-Ttc28-mCherry intensity at the plasma
membrane and centrosome normalized to the cytoplasmic signal in the same cell
in the various injection conditions. n, number of cells quantified. ns, not
significant. ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001, Tukey's multiple comparisons test.
C. Cartoon of the experimental design and confocal images of mosaic analyses of
HA-Ttc28-mCherry and Dchs1b-sfGFP interaction in vivo. HA-ttc28-mCherry
RNA was injected at one-cell stage and dchs1b-sfGFP RNA was subsequently
injected into one of the blastomeres at eight-cell stage. Confocal imaging was
performed at 3–4 hpf. Scale bar, 30 μm.
D. Representative time-lapse still images of YCL microtubules in mCherry and HATtc28-mCherry RNA (900 pg) injected Tg[ef1α:dclk-GFP] WT embryos at 1.75–
2.5 hpf. Scale bar, 30 μm.
E. Quantification of YCL microtubule density in mCherry control and HA-Ttc28mCherry overexpressing embryos at 1.75–2.5 hpf. Error bars represent SEM. N,
number of embryos.
F. Representative images of blastomeres stained with γ-tubulin (green) and
counterstained with DAPI (blue) in WT and MZdchs1b embryos at 4–5 hpf
injected with either mCherry or HA-ttc28-mCherry RNA (900 pg) at one-cell
stage. Arrows indicate multiple nuclei, and arrowheads indicate chromatin
bridges. Scale bar, 30 μm.
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G. Quantification of mitotic events at 4–5 hpf in WT and MZdchs1b blastulae injected
with mCherry or HA-ttc28-mCherry RNA (900 pg) at one-cell stage. N, number of
embryos; n, number of cells.
2.3.5 Excess Ttc28 disrupts embryonic cleavages and reduces microtubule turnover
We reasoned that Ttc28 mis-localized from the plasma membrane in MZdchs1b
mutant blastomeres could contribute to the abnormal embryonic cleavages. Consistent
with this hypothesis, injection of increasing amounts of HA-Ttc28-mCherry but not
mCherry control RNA (900 pg) into WT zygotes led to reduced YCL microtubule
turnover during early cleavages (Figure 2.4D and Figure 2.4E; Video S5).
Overexpression of HA-Ttc28-mCherry or HA-Ttc28 also resulted in mitosis and
cytokinesis defects at 4–5 hpf (Figure 2.4F, Figure 2.4G, and S4D), similar to those
observed in MZdchs1b mutants (Figure 2.1E and Figure 2.1F). However,
overexpression of HA-Ttc28-mCherry in MZdchs1b mutants only slightly enhanced the
mitotic defects (Figure 2.4G). In addition, both HA-Ttc28-N-mCherry and HA-Ttc28-ΔN1-mCherry mis-expression in WT embryos led to cell division defects, albeit less
frequently compared with HA-Ttc28-mCherry (Figure S4D). These results imply that
Ttc28 is sufficient to influence microtubule dynamics during embryonic cleavages.
Moreover, the TPR domain of Ttc28 can induce embryonic cleavage defects, and its
interaction with Dchs1b is not essential for this activity.
2.3.6 ttc28 genetically interacts with dchs1b to regulate microtubule dynamics
To investigate further Ttc28 function during zebrafish embryogenesis, we
generated ttc28 zebrafish mutants using the CRISPR/Cas9 approach.335 The resulting
frame-shifting indel ttc28stl362 and ttc28stl363 mutations greatly reduced level of ttc28
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transcripts, indicating that they represent strong/null alleles (Figure 2.5A and Figure
2.5B). Although no overt morphological or cleavage anomalies were observed in zygotic
or MZttc28stl363/stl363 mutants (thereafter MZttc28 mutants) (Figures S5A–S5C and data
not shown), we observed increased YCL microtubule turnover in MZttc28 mutants
during early cleavages for both alleles (Figure 2.5C, Figure 2.5D, S6A, and S6B; Video
S6). Furthermore, the increased YCL microtubule dynamics in MZttc28 mutants could
be rescued by overexpressing HA-Ttc28 or HA-Ttc28-mCherry (Figure 2.5C and Figure
2.5D). Consistently, midzone microtubules assembled faster in MZttc28 compared with
WT blastulae (Figure 2.5E and Figure 2.5F; Video S7), supporting the notion that Ttc28
limits microtubule dynamics.
To test whether ttc28 genetically interacts with dchs1b, we generated MZdchs1b;
MZttc28 compound mutants and examined the YCL microtubule dynamics in
comparison with MZdchs1b single mutants. Time-lapse analyses revealed that the
reduced YCL microtubule turnover observed in MZdchs1b single mutants (Figure 2.2C
and Figure 2.2D) was partially suppressed in MZdchs1b; MZttc28 compound mutants
(Figure 2.6A and Figure 2.6B). Likewise, the midzone microtubule assembly delay we
observed in MZdchs1b single mutants (Figure 2.2A and Figure 2.2B) was also
suppressed in MZdchs1b; MZttc28 compound mutants (Figure 2.6C and Figure 2.6D;
Video S8), which exhibited a phenotype more similar to MZttc28 single mutants (Figure
2.5F). Taking into consideration these MZdchs1b; MZttc28 double mutant phenotypes
and that overexpression of HA-Ttc28-mCherry in MZdchs1b mutants did not
substantially increase abnormal cleavages (Figure 2.4G), we conclude that Ttc28 acts
largely downstream of Dchs1b to influence microtubule dynamics during early
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cleavages, although roles parallel to Dchs1b are also plausible. We note that mitosis
and cytokinesis defects were still detected in MZdchs1b; MZttc28 mutants at a
frequency comparable with that observed in MZdchs1b single mutants (Figure 2.6E),
implying the suppression of microtubule dynamics and the midzone microtubule
assembly defects alone is insufficient to normalize cleavages. Given the presence of
additional abnormalities in MZdchs1b mutants compared with MZttc28 mutants, such as
cleavage furrow mis-positioning and propagation defects (Figure 2.1A-Figure 2.1D and
S1A), Dchs1b likely engages in interactions with additional molecules to mediate other
aspects of embryonic cleavages.
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Figure 2.5: Ttc28 Is Required to Regulate Microtubule Dynamics

A. Schematic of ttc28 single guide RNA targeting site and the sequences of
ttc28stl362 and ttc28stl363 mutant alleles. Asterisk indicates premature stop codon.
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B. qPCR analyses of ttc28 transcript levels in WT, MZttc28stl362/stl362, and
MZttc28stl363/stl363 mutants at two-cell stage. Two different sets of primers were
used and normalized to β-actin. ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001, Student’s t test. Error bars
represent SD. N = 3 biological repeats.
C. Representative time-lapse still images of YCL microtubules at 1.75–2.5 hpf in
WT, MZttc28stl363/stl363, and HA-Ttc28-mCherry RNA-injected (900 pg)
MZttc28stl363/stl363 Tg[ef1α:dclk-GFP] embryos. Scale bar, 30 μm.
D. Quantification of YCL microtubule density from time-lapse videos in WT,
MZttc28stl363/stl363, and HA-Ttc28 or HA-Ttc28-mCherry RNA-injected (900 pg)
MZttc28stl363/stl363 embryos at 1.75–2.5 hpf. Error bars represent SEM. N, number
of embryos.
E. Representative time-lapse still images of microtubule dynamics during cytokinesis
in WT and MZttc28stl363/stl363 embryos using Tg[ef1α:dclk-GFP]. Scale bar, 30 μm.
F. Quantification of midzone microtubule assembly rates in WT and MZttc28stl363/stl363
blastulae at 1.75–2.5 hpf. ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001, paired Student's two-tailed t test. Error
bars represent SEM. N, number of embryos.
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Figure 2.6: ttc28 Genetically Interacts with dchs1b to Regulate Microtubule Dynamics

A. Representative time-lapse still images of YCL microtubules in MZdchs1b single
and MZdchs b; MZttc

stl363/stl363 compound mutants in Tg[ef α:dclk-GFP]

transgenic background at 1.75–2.5 hpf. Scale bar, 30 μm.
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B. Quantification and comparison of YCL microtubule density in WT, MZdchs1b
single, and MZdchs1b; MZttc28stl363/stl363 compound mutant at 1.75–2.5 hpf.
Error bars represent SEM. N, number of embryos.
C. Representative time-lapse still images of microtubule dynamics during cytokinesis
in MZdchs1b single and MZdchs1b; MZttc28stl363/stl363 compound mutant
embryos using Tg[ef α:dclk-GFP]. Scale bar, 30 μm.
D. Quantification of midzone microtubule assembly rates in WT, MZdchs1b single,
and MZdchs1b; MZttc28stl363/stl363 compound mutant blastulae at 1.75–2.5
hpf. The Y axis shows the ratio of midzone microtubule width d at each time point
divided by the initial width d’. ∗∗∗∗p < 0.0001, paired Student's two-tailed t test.
Error bars represent SEM. N, number of embryos.
E. Comparison of mitotic events in WT, MZdchs1b single, and MZdchs1b;
MZttc28stl363/stl363 compound mutant embryos at 3 hpf. N, number of embryos;
n, number of cells.
2.3.7 Functional interactions between Dchs1b, Ttc28, and Aurora B
In our search for additional Dchs1b-interacting proteins during embryonic
cleavages, we turned to Aurora B, as it was previously shown that mammalian TTC28
binds to Aurora B/Aurkb to regulate mitosis and cytokinesis.177 Moreover, zebrafish
MZcei mutants lacking Aurora B function or embryos treated with ZM447439 Aurora B
inhibitor exhibit severe cleavage defects (Figures S1C–S1E).325 Our co-IP experiments
failed to detect biochemical interactions between HA-Ttc28 and EGFP-Aurkb expressed
in HEK293 cells (not shown). However, we found that both HA-Ttc28 and EGFP-Aurkb
were co-pulled down by Flag-Dchs1b-ICD (Figure 2.7A). Notably, we also detected a
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weak interaction between Flag-Dchs1b-ICD and EGFP-Aurkb in the absence of HATtc28 (Figure 2.7A), suggesting Dchs1b-ICD can bind to Aurora B independent of
Ttc28.
To further test functional interaction between these three proteins, we treated
WT, MZttc28, and MZdchs1b embryos with a subthreshold dosage of ZM447439 (75
μM) to partially inhibit urora

activity and examined embryonic cleavage defects at 3–

3.5 hpf. We found that, in comparison with WT embryos, MZttc28 embryos treated with
the same dosage of ZM447439 exhibited a milder spectrum of cleavage defects (Figure
2.7B, ttc28stl363 allele, and S5D, ttc28stl362 allele). In contrast, MZdchs1b embryos
displayed more severe cleavage defects upon treatment with the same concentration of
ZM447439 compared with WT embryos (Figure 2.7B). These data suggest Dchs1b and
Aurora B act similarly to regulate embryonic cleavages, while Ttc28 antagonizes Aurora
B activity.
Given the above results, we reasoned Aurora B regulates microtubule dynamics
similarly to Dchs1b and opposite to that of Ttc28. To test this, we treated WT
Tg[ef1α:dclk-GFP] zygotes with DMSO control or Aurora

inhibitor ZM447439 (400 μM)

to examine the YCL microtubule dynamics. We found that inhibition of Aurora B activity
led to reduced YCL microtubule turnover (Figure 2.7C and Figure 2.7D), phenocopying
MZdchs1b single mutants (Figure 2.2C and Figure 2.2D) and overexpression of Ttc28
(Figure 2.4D and Figure 2.4E) and contrasting the increased microtubule turnover
observed in MZttc28 mutants (Figure 2.5C and Figure 2.5D). Taken together, we
propose functional interactions between Dchs1b, Ttc28, and Aurora B in the control of
microtubule dynamics and embryonic cleavages: Dchs1b promotes microtubule
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turnover and normal embryonic cleavages in part by interacting with Aurora B and in
part by sequestering at the membrane and inhibiting Ttc28, which limits microtubule
turnover, thus antagonizing Aurora B function (Figure 2.7E).

Figure 2.7: Functional Interactions between Dchs1b, Ttc28, and Aurora B in Embryonic
Cleavages
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A. Co-IP assays of Flag-Dchs1b-ICD with EGFP-Aurkb and HA-Ttc28. IB,
immunoblotting; IP, immunoprecipitation.
B. Quantification of cleavage defects in WT, MZttc28stl363/stl363, and MZdchs1b
embryos at 3–3.5 hpf following

MSO control or 75 μM ZM447439 treatment.

The right panel shows the representative severity of cleavage defects. N, number
of embryos.
C. Representative time-lapse still images of YCL microtubules in Tg[ef1α:dclk-GFP]
transgenic WT embryos after MSO or 400 μM ZM447439 treatment. Scale bar,
30 μm.
D. Quantification of YCL microtubule density in DMSO control and ZM447439 (400
μM)-treated embryos. Error bars represent SEM. N, number of embryos.
E. Models of Dchs1b interacting with Ttc28 and Aurora B to control microtubule
dynamics and embryonic cleavages in zebrafish blastomeres of WT and
MZdchs1b mutant embryos. Dchs1b, Ttc28, and Aurora B during cleavages.
Dchs1b binds to Ttc28 at the membrane to limit its microtubule dynamics
reducing activity in the cytoplasm. Potential direct or indirect effects of Ttc28 on
Aurora B are also illustrated. Binding of Dchs1b to Aurora B promotes its activity
stimulating microtubule dynamics. Aurora B has additional effects on early
cleavages.

2.4 Discussion
Dachsous cadherins play essential roles in diverse developmental processes,
from egg activation, early cleavages, embryo patterning, gastrulation movements, and
neuronal migration through tissue polarity and growth during organogenesis in
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Drosophila, zebrafish, and mammals. Although recent studies in Drosophila and
zebrafish proposed that Dchs functions through regulation of actin and microtubule
cytoskeletons,100,138,139 the molecular links between Dchs and microtubules remain to be
identified. Our current findings indicate that Dchs1b promotes microtubule turnover and
midzone microtubule assembly and defines a molecular mechanism through which
Dchs1b regulates microtubules during embryonic cleavages. Through studies in
mammalian cells and zebrafish, we demonstrate that Dchs ICD interacts with Ttc28
protein, which has been previously implicated in regulation of mammalian cell division
through its interaction with Aurora B.177 Although we did not detect biochemical
interaction between zebrafish Ttc28 and Aurora B, we uncovered that Dchs1b binds
Aurora B. We show that Dchs1b interacts with Ttc28 via its ICD CM2-N motif to regulate
Ttc28 subcellular distribution in zebrafish embryos. Although MZttc28 mutants showed
increased microtubule turnover during early cleavages, its overexpression decreased
microtubule turnover and resulted in mitotic defects, thus phenocopying MZdchs1b
mutants. Moreover, inactivation of ttc28 in MZdchs1b mutants largely normalized
microtubule dynamics and spindle midzone microtubule assembly but did not suppress
cell division defects, implying additional interactions are involved. In line with Dchs1b
and Aurora B functionally interacting to promote microtubule dynamics and normal
cleavages, we demonstrate that embryos treated with Aurora B inhibitor exhibited
reduced microtubule turnover similar to that in MZdchs1b mutants, and embryonic
cleavages in MZdchs1b mutants were sensitized to treatments with Aurora B inhibitor.
In support of Dchs1b/Aurora B and Ttc28 having opposing effects on microtubule
dynamics and cleavages, MZttc28 mutants exhibited increased microtubule turnover
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and were less sensitive to Aurora B inhibition. Based on these biochemical and genetic
interaction experiments, we propose that during embryonic cleavages in zebrafish,
Dchs1b binds to and restrains Ttc28 activity to promote microtubule dynamics and to
ensure proper midzone microtubule assembly, and these functions are in part mediated
through interactions with Aurora B (Figure 2.7E).
Our previous studies demonstrated embryonic cleavage abnormalities in
MZdchs1b mutants, but how loss of Dchs1b function leads to these defects was
unknown.100 Here we provide evidence that impeded cytokinetic furrow progression
during cleavage stages is responsible for the embryonic cleavage defects in MZdchs1b
mutants (Figure 2.1). Moreover, these cytokinesis defects are associated with and likely
caused by aberrant midzone microtubule assembly (Figure 2.2A). Consistent with this
model, extensive studies in different model organisms and mammalian cultured cells
have shown that perturbing midzone microtubules or proteins involved in microtubule
regulation impairs or blocks cytokinesis.329,336
Previously, Ds has been suggested to control microtubule organization and
polarity in Drosophila pupal wing epithelium.138,139,337 Our work indicates that Dchs1b
can also regulate microtubule turnover. Taking advantage of the unique thin YCL of the
early zebrafish embryo, which contains dynamic and elaborate microtubule arrays, 45,46
we observed cyclical assembly and disassembly of microtubule arrays during early
cleavages, allowing us to examine microtubule dynamics in vivo (Figure 2.2C). These
analyses revealed that the YCL microtubules display reduced turnover in MZdchs1b
mutants using two different transgenic lines in which microtubules are marked with
different GFP fusion proteins (Figure 2.2C, Figure 2.2D, S6A, and S6B).330,331
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Monitoring microtubule polymerization by tracking EB3-marked plus ends further
suggests that Dchs1b promotes microtubule turnover by limiting microtubule
polymerization speed (Figure 2.2E). During cytokinesis, astral microtubules elongating
from the two spindle poles are thought to contact at the equator to initiate furrow
specification and ingression, and subsequently a signal originating from the midzone is
required to promote the completion of furrow ingression.328 We reasoned that reduced
microtubule dynamics in MZdchs1b mutants could compromise this process. Consistent
with this notion, stabilizing microtubules by taxol in mammalian cells delays cytokinetic
furrow onset and prevents its completion.338
Dchs is mostly thought to function as a ligand for Fat to control Fat-dependent
signaling activity.126,135 In the Drosophila eye, epistasis experiments suggest that Ds
acts upstream of Fat to regulate PCP.121 Accordingly, driving expression of a Ds
construct without the ICD is sufficient to rescue the PCP phenotype in the Drosophila
wing.136 However, Ds has been shown to mediate Drosophila wing disc growth
independent of Fat and PCP signaling,136 and Fat4 is thought to signal through Dchs1 to
regulate nephron progenitors during mouse kidney growth.167,317 In addition, expression
of Dchs1b ICD is sufficient to rescue the bundled microtubule phenotype in the
zebrafish YCL during epiboly, also supporting an autonomous function of Dchs. 100 In
this study, we uncover Ttc28 and Aurora B as novel interactors of Dchs1b that
specifically bind to its ICD, consistent with a model where Dchs directly influences
intracellular processes (Figure 2.7E).
It is poorly understood how vertebrate Dchs regulates intracellular events, as
most of the Ds interactors identified in Drosophila, such as Dachs and Vamana, lack
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close homologs in vertebrates. Sequence alignment of Dchs among different species
identified three conserved motifs (CM1-3) within its ICD that might be functionally
relevant.103 We report here that a conserved region in Dchs1b ICD (CM2-N) is essential
for its interaction with Ttc28, as deleting CM2-N completely abolished the interaction
(Figure 2.3I and Figure 2.3J). In addition, the Dchs1b-Ttc28 interaction via CM2-N is
vital for the ability of Dchs1b to regulate Ttc28 subcellular distribution (Figure 2.4AFigure 2.4C and S4E). Given the largely disordered nature of Dchs ICD except the CM2
motif (Figure 2.3J), it is plausible that CM2 also mediates interactions with other
proteins. We note that proteins with tandem repeats of TPR motifs are thought to serve
as scaffold proteins.339 Consistently, we show that the N-terminal region of TPR motifs
in Ttc28 is sufficient to mediate the interaction with Dchs1b ICD, and its subcellular
distribution could be influenced by Dchs1b (Figure 2.4A, Figure 2.4B, S4B, and S4C).
Drosophila Fat is thought to mediate PCP and Hippo signaling by altering the
subcellular localization and activity of the unconventional myosin Dachs.131,316 It is
possible that Dchs1b regulates Ttc28 function in a similar manner, suggesting that
binding via ICD and regulating subcellular distribution of cytoplasmic proteins is a key
mechanism through which these giant cadherins regulate intracellular processes.
We provided several lines of evidence that, by binding to Ttc28 at the membrane,
Dchs1b regulates its subcellular distribution and microtubule dynamics during cleavage
stages. Our experiments attribute the microtubule dynamics and embryonic cleavage
defects in MZdchs1b mutants to Ttc28 being mis-localized from the membrane to
cytoplasmic locations during cleavage stages (Figure 2.4A and Figure 2.4B).
Accordingly, overexpression of Ttc28 disrupted embryonic cleavages (Figure 2.4F and
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Figure 2.4G) and decreased microtubule dynamics (Figure 2.4D and Figure 2.4E),
whereas loss of Ttc28 increased microtubule dynamics (Figure 2.5C and Figure 2.5D).
Moreover, genetic inactivation of ttc28 in MZdchs1b mutants largely suppressed the
microtubule dynamics and midzone microtubule defects (Figure 2.6A-Figure 2.6D),
without normalizing embryonic cleavages (Figure 2.6E), implying additional interactions
are involved.
We propose Aurora B is one such interactor, owing to its well-known function in
direct regulation of microtubules and cell divisions.321–325,340 Moreover, the human
TTC28 homolog was reported to bind to Aurora B and regulate cell divisions in
mammalian cells.177 Although we were unable to detect this interaction between
zebrafish proteins using co-IP experiments (not shown), we obtained evidence that
Dchs1b ICD binds to both Ttc28 and Aurora B, and its interaction with Aurora B can be
independent of Ttc28 (Figure 2.7A). Consistent with Dchs1b and Aurora B interacting
and having similar activity during cleavages, chemical inhibition of Aurora B activity
resulted in reduced YCL microtubule dynamics (Figure 2.7C and Figure 2.7D), thus
phenocopying decreased microtubule turnover in MZdchs1b mutants (Figure 2.2C
andFigure 2.2D). Moreover, MZdchs1b mutant embryos were more sensitive to Aurora
B inhibition than WT embryos (Figure 2.7B). Although we did not observe obvious
embryonic cleavage defects in MZttc28 mutants, our observation that MZttc28 mutant
embryos are less sensitive to Aurora B inhibition than WT embryos (Figure 2.7B and
S5D) supports a functional interaction between Ttc28 and Aurora B in this process. We
speculate Ttc28 functions to influence embryonic cleavages either directly via
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antagonizing Aurora B activity or indirectly through limiting microtubule turnover (Figure
2.7E).
Critical roles of Ttc28 in development and disease are being increasingly
recognized. We note that Ttc28 knock-out mouse exhibits vertebral fusion phenotypes
(http://www.informatics.jax.org/marker/MGI:2140873), similar to what has been reported
for Dchs1 mouse mutants.318,319 In addition, TTC28 has been linked to several human
diseases, including cancer, such as uveal melanoma and esophageal squamous-cell
carcinoma,341–343 but the underlying mechanisms are not understood. Notably, current
evidence suggests that microtubule dynamics are altered in cancer cell divisions and
many effective chemotherapeutics are microtubule interfering drugs.344 Hence, our
findings on Dchs regulating microtubule dynamics and cleavages through interactions
with Ttc28 and Aurora B may provide molecular clues for further understanding how
these proteins function during development and in human disease.

2.5 Methods
2.5.1 Key Resources Table
Table 2: Reagents and resources used in Chapter 2

Reagent or Resource

Source

Identifier

Antibodies
Mouse monoclonal anti-γ-tubulin

Sigma-Aldrich

Cat# T6557; RRID:AB_477584

Goat anti-Mouse IgG Secondary Antibody, Alexa Fluor 488

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# R37120; RRID:AB_2556548

Anti-Digoxigenin-AP

Sigma-Aldrich

Cat# 11093274910; RRID:AB_514497

Mouse monoclonal anti-FLAG

Sigma-Aldrich

Cat# F1804; RRID:AB_262044

Rat monoclonal anti-HA

Roche

Cat# 3F10; RRID:AB_2314622

Rabbit polyclonal anti-GFP

Torrey Pines Biolabs

Cat# TP401; RRID:AB_10013661

Goat anti-Rabbit IgG Secondary Antibody, HRP Conjugate

Promega

Cat# W4011; RRID:AB_430833

Peroxidase AffiniPure Donkey anti-Rat IgG Secondary Antibody

Jackson Immuno Research Labs

Cat# 712035150; RRID:AB_2340638

Donkey anti-Mouse IgG Secondary Antibody, HRP

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# SA1-100; RRID:AB_325993

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins
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DAPI (4',6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole, Dihydrochloride)

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# D1306; RRID:AB_2629482

Low Melting Agarose

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# 16520050

Protein A-Sepharose

Sigma-Aldrich

Cat# 9424

Protein G Sepharose

GE Healthcare

Cat# 17061801

cOmplete, EDTA-free Protease inhibitor

Roche

Cat# 4693132001

Pronase

Sigma-Aldrich

Cat# 10165921001

ZM447439

Tocris

Cat# 2458

Trizol

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# 15596026

DIG RNA Labeling Mix

Sigma-Aldrich

Cat# 11277073910

Critical Commercial Assays
iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit

Bio-Rad

Cat# 1708890

mMESSAGE mMACHINE T7 Transcription Kit

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# AM1344

mMESSAGE mMACHINE SP6 Transcription Kit

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# AM1340

Lipofectamine 2000 Transfection Reagent

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# 11668027

SuperSignal™ West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate

Thermo Fisher Scientific

Cat# 34080

SsoAdvanced Universal SYBR Green Supermix

Bio-Rad

Cat# 1725271

Experimental Models: Cell Lines
Human HEK293

ATCC

N/A

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains
Zebrafish: dchs1bfh275

Li-Villarreal et al., 2015

ZDB-ALT-090715-2

Zebrafish: Tg[βactin2:GCaMP6s]stl351

Chen et al., 2017

N/A

Zebrafish: Tg[ef1α:dclk-GFP]

Tran et al., 2012

N/A

Zebrafish: Tg[βactin2:EMTB-3xGFP]

Wuhr et al., 2010

N/A

Zebrafish:

ttc28stl362

This paper

N/A

Zebrafish:

ttc28stl363

This paper

N/A

Oligonucleotides
ttc28-rtF: GGCAAACAGGCCAACCGTCG

This paper

N/A

ttc28-rtR: ACGCGCAGCACCTCGATGAT

This paper

N/A

ttc28-qF1: GCGCTTCAGTCTCATCGCCGT

This paper

N/A

ttc28-qR1: GGCAGACGAGGGTTTCCGACC

This paper

N/A

ttc28-qF2: ACAGACCCCGGAGACCGACT

This paper

N/A

ttc28-qR2: CCCACAACATTTTTAACAGCCCGGT

This paper

N/A

gapdh-rtF: GATACACGGAGCACCAGGTT

Li-Villarreal et al., 2015

N/A

gapdh-rtR: GCCATCAGGTCACATACACG

Li-Villarreal et al., 2015

N/A

β-actin-qF:CGAGCTGTCTTCCCATCCA

Li-Villarreal et al., 2015

N/A

β-actin-qR: TCACCAACGTAGCTGTCTTTCTG

Li-Villarreal et al., 2015

N/A

ttc28-sgRNA: GGCATCAGTGGTGGTCCTGG

This paper

N/A

Recombinant DNA
dchs1b-sfGFP

Li-Villarreal et al., 2015

N/A

Flag-dchs1b-ICD

This paper

N/A

Flag-dchs1b-ICD-N1

This paper

N/A
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Flag-dchs1b-ICD-N2

This paper

N/A

Flag-dchs1b-ICD-N3

This paper

N/A

Flag-dchs1b-ICDΔCM1

This paper

N/A

Flag-dchs1b-ICDΔCM2

This paper

N/A

Flag-dchs1b-ICDΔCM3

This paper

N/A

Flag-dchs1b-ICDΔCM2-N

This paper

N/A

Flag-dchs1b-ICDΔCM2-C

This paper

N/A

HA-ttc28-mCherry

This paper

N/A

HA-ttc28

This paper

N/A

HA-ttc28-N

This paper

N/A

HA-ttc28-N-1

This paper

N/A

HA-ttc28-ΔN-1

This paper

N/A

HA-ttc28-N-mCherry

This paper

N/A

HA-ttc28-ΔN-1-mCherry

This paper

N/A

EGFP-aurkb

This paper

N/A

EB3-GFP

Stepanova et al., 2003

N/A

Software and Algorithms
Fiji/ImageJ

NIH

RRID:SCR_002285

Prism 7

Graphpad

PAST

Øyvind Hammer

TrackMate ImageJ plugin

Tinevez et al., 2017

https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-software/prism/
https://folk.uio.no/ohammer/past/
https://imagej.net/TrackMate

2.5.2 Experimental model and subject details
Zebrafish

Zebrafish WT AB∗, dchs1bfh275,100 Tg[βactin2:GCaMP6s]stl351,326 Tg[ef1α:dclkGFP] (Tran et al., 2012),330 and Tg[βactin2:EMTB-3xGFP]331 lines were used in this
study. As described in previous studies,100 dchs1b mutant phenotypes display an agerelated decrease in penetrance and expressivity as reported for many early embryonic
mutant phenotypes in zebrafish.100,345 MZ mutant embryos were generated by pairwise
crossing of adult (3-12 months old) females and males homozygous for the studied
mutations. In individual experiments, we used mutant and wild-type females of similar
age. Sex cannot be determined at embryonic stages analyzed in this study.
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All zebrafish experiments and procedures were performed in accordance with the
Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee of the Washington University in St. Louis
School of Medicine. Fish are maintained in 1.25, 3.0, or 8 L tanks with recirculating
water purified by reverse osmosis and heated to 28.5°C. 10% of fresh water is added to
the system daily. Water quality (pH and conductivity) is monitored by sensors built into
the system and are adjusted automatically. Adult fish are housed at a density of <12/L.
Zebrafish larvae from 5-15 dpf are nurtured using algae-fed rotifer suspension and
subsequently according to their developmental stage using Tritone robots (Tecniplast)
with combination of rotifer suspension (2-3 times daily) and dry food (Gemma 150) (6-9
times daily). Young fish approaching adulthood are fed 2 times with rotifer suspension
and 10 times with dry food (Gemma 300). Adult fish are fed by Tritone robots,
depending on the frequency of mating, with rotifer suspension (1-2 times daily) and dry
food (Gemma 300) (1-5 times per day).
2.5.3 Method details
Cloning and RNA synthesis

The pCR4-dchs1b-sfGFP plasmid was linearized with EcoRI to synthesize RNA
for microinjection with a T7 promoter as described previously.100 The open reading
frame of dchs1b-sfGFP was cloned into pCMV-sport6.1 for HEK293 cell transfection.
Flag-Dchs1b-ICD, Flag-Dchs1b-ICD-N1, Flag-Dchs1b-ICD-N2, and Flag-Dchs1b-ICDN3 were constructed by PCR and cloned into pcDNA3.1. Flag-Dchs1b-ICDΔCM1, FlagDchs1b-ICDΔCM2, Flag-Dchs1b-ICDΔCM3, Flag-Dchs1b-ICDΔCM2-N, and FlagDchs1b-ICDΔCM2-C constructs were generated by overlap extension PCR. The fulllength coding sequence of ttc28 was generated by PCR from zebrafish cDNA and
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subcloned into pT7Ts vector in frame with mCherry sequences by annealing extend
PCR346 for RNA synthesis. The ttc28 coding sequence was cloned into pCMV-sport6.1
with a N-terminal HA tag for cell transfection. HA-ttc28-N, HA-ttc28-N-1, HA-ttc28-ΔN-1,
HA-ttc28-N-mCherry, and HA- ttc28-ΔN-1-mCherry were constructed by PCR. EGFPAurkb was constructed by PCR and inserted into pCS2 vector. All injected mRNAs were
synthesized from linearized DNA plasmid templates mentioned above using SP6 or T7
mMessage mMachine Kit (Ambion).
Furrow calcium imaging

Embryos were manually dechorionated with forceps and mounted in 0.3% lowmelting agarose on a glass bottom dish (MatTek) within 40-50 minutes post fertilization
(mpf). Time-lapse live imaging was carried out using a spinning-disk confocal
microscope (Olympus IX81, Quorum) with a 28.5°C chamber. Z-stack was set up at 3
μm for a total of 50-55 slices, and the images were collected every 30 seconds from 2cell to 16-32 cell stage.
YCL and midzone microtubule dynamics imaging

Embryos were mounted as described above at 8-16 cell stage. Time-lapse
imaging was performed using a spinning-disk confocal microscope (Olympus IX81,
Quorum) or Nikon spinning-disk confocal microscope with a 40X water lens at 28.5°C.
Z-stack was set up for a total of 17- 0 μm for YCL microtubule imaging or 45-50 μm for
midzone microtubule imaging at

μm interval. Images were acquired every 15 seconds

for YCL microtubules or every minute for midzone microtubules from 32-cell to 256-cell
stage.
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EB3-GFP dynamics imaging

Embryos were injected with 50pg of RNA encoding EB3-GFP prior to the one-cell
stage. Injected embryos were mounted as described above at the 1,000-cell stage and
image acquisition was performed between sphere and dome stages (4 – 4.5 hpf). Timelapse imaging was performed using a Nikon spinning-disk confocal microscope with a
60X oil immersion lens at room temperature. Z-stack was set up for a total of 4-6 μm at
1- .5 μm interval. Images were acquired every

seconds.

Generation of ttc28 mutants in zebrafish

We used CRISPR/Cas9 system347,348 to generate ttc28 mutant zebrafish. In brief,
one-celled WT zygotes were injected with 100 pg Cas9 synthetic RNA and 10 pg ttc28
sgRN (5’-GGCATCAGTGGTGGTCCTGG-3’). Founders with germline transmission of
ttc28 mutation(s) were outcrossed with WT fish to generate F1, and ttc28stl362 containing
1 bp and ttc28stl363 containing 10 bp deletions were recovered from the F1 generation by
sequencing. Both ttc28stl362 and ttc28stl363 were used in the YCL microtubule dynamics
imaging experiments. ttc28stl363 was crossed to dchs1bfh275 to test the genetic interaction
between ttc28 and dchs1b.
Immunostaining

Embryos were fixed in sweet PFA (4% paraformaldehyde, 4% sucrose in PBS
pH7.3) at 4°C overnight, and transferred into 100% methanol at -20°C for 48 hours.
Samples were then rehydrated and incubated with blocking buffer (10% goat serum,
2%BSA, and 1% DMSO in 0.5-2.5% Triton X-100 PBSTr) at room temperature for 2
hours. Anti-γ-tubulin (T6557, Sigma) was used as primary antibody (1:500) and Alexa
Fluor 488 as secondary antibody (1:500) with 4-6 x 30 minutes PBSTr washes.
Samples were counter-stained with DAPI (4',6-Diamidino-2-Phenylindole,
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ihydrochloride, 0.4 μg/mL final concentration) for 30 minutes at room temperature and
rinsed 3 times with PBS before imaging. Stained samples were mounted in 1.0% lowmelting agarose on a glass bottom dish (MatTek) for imaging using a spinning-disk
confocal microscope (Olympus IX81, Quorum) with a 60X water lens.
Co-immunoprecipitation and immunoblotting

Transfections in HEK293 cells were performed using Lipofectamine 2000
(Thermo Fisher), cultured for 24-36 hours and then lysed in TNTE buffer (50 mM Tris
pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 0.5% Triton X-100). Lysates were incubated with
5 μL prewashed Protein /G beads and 0.5- .0 μg anti-Flag (Sigma, F1804), anti-HA
(Roche, clone 3F10), or anti-GFP (Torrey Pines, TP401) antibody for 2-4 hours or
overnight at 4°C with agitation, followed by 3 washes in TNTE wash buffer (0.1% Triton
X-100). Inputs and immunoprecipitates were resolved on SDS-PAGE and analyzed by
immunoblotting. All Co-IP experiments were repeated at least 3 times.
Aurora B inhibitor treatments

Embryos were treated with pronase to remove chorion or manually
dechorionated with forceps at 10-20 mpf, and subsequently incubated with DMSO or
ZM447439 (20 mM stock solution in DMSO, Tocris Bioscience 2458) in 1X Danieau
solution. Embryos were treated with 400 μM ZM447439 from 30 to 55 mpf before
mounting in 0.3% low melting agarose for live confocal imaging. For Aurora B sensitivity
experiments, dechorionated embryos were treated with 75 μM ZM447439 from 30 mpf
to 3 hpf and observed under a dissecting microscope to analyze cleavage defects.
RT-PCR, qPCR, and in situ hybridization

cDNA from WT and ttc28 mutant embryos was prepared at various
developmental stages using Trizol (Invitrogen) and iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad).
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qPCR was performed using SsoAdvanced SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad) and CFX
Connect Real-Time PCR Detection system (Bio-Rad). Whole mount in situ hybridization
was carried out as previously described.349 Briefly, 4% PFA-fixed embryos were placed
at -20°C in 100% methanol overnight. Samples were then rehydrated and prehybridized
at 70°C in hybridization mix (50-65% formamide, 5 x SSC, 50 μg/ml Heparin, 500 μg/ml
tRNA, and 0.1% Tween 20 in H2O) for at least 2 hours. ttc28 sense control and
antisense RNA probes were synthesized using Digoxigenin RNA labeling kit (Sigma
Aldrich), and used in the hybridization steps. Anti-Digoxigenin-AP antibody was used at
1:5000 and followed by standard Alkaline Phosphatase staining protocol.
Table 3: Primers used in Chapter 2
Forward Primer

Reverse Primer

ttc28-rtF&R

GGCAAACAGGCCAACCGTCG

ACGCGCAGCACCTCGATGAT

ttc28-qF1&R1

GCGCTTCAGTCTCATCGCCGT

GGCAGACGAGGGTTTCCGACC

ttc28-qF2&R2

ACAGACCCCGGAGACCGACT

CCCACAACATTTTTAACAGCCCGGT

gapdh-rtF&R

GATACACGGAGCACCAGGTT

GCCATCAGGTCACATACACG

β-actin-qF&R

CGAGCTGTCTTCCCATCCA

TCACCAACGTAGCTGTCTTTCTG

2.5.4 Quantification and statistical analysis
Cleavage furrow calcium activity

Furrow positioning orientation was determined by measuring the angle between
the preceding furrow calcium signal and the emerging furrow calcium signal from the
bottom to the top at a range from 0° to 180°. The rose diagram was generated with
Rose.Net software. For furrow propagation dynamics, the time of the first frame when
calcium signaling observed was determined as t=1, and the length of furrow calcium
signaling was measured at each time point and divided by the total length of the dividing
cell as a percentage. For furrow deepening process, the width of preceding furrow
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calcium signaling was measured at the time frame when succeeding division calcium
signaling emerged, and divided by the total width of cell as a ratio; a higher ratio
suggests a delay in furrow deepening.
Assembly of midzone microtubules

The time frame when anti-parallel midzone microtubule bundles initiated was
defined as t=0, and the distance of the midzone microtubule bundle was measured as
initial diameter d. Subsequent measurements of the midzone microtubule distance at 1
minute interval were defined as d’ and divided by the initial diameter d as a ratio. In
MZdchs1b mutants, mild phenotype was defined as midzone microtubule assembly
could be readily detected, and severe phenotype was defined as those exhibited
abnormal midzone activity as shown in Figure 2A bottom panel. For quantification of
midzone microtubule dynamic ratio, severe phenotype groups were not taken into
account.
Yolk cytoplasmic layer microtubule turnover

The YCL microtubule density was analyzed using ImageJ Particle Analyzer
plugin (https://imagej.net/Particle_ nalysis). First, the region of interest ( 3 μm x 65.5
μm) was thresholded with ImageJ software to subtract the background signals, then
particle analyzer plugin was used with the default setting to measure the percentage of
white area, representing the empty area or microtubule-pixel unoccupied area in the
region of interest, across the time-lapse videos. The values were then subtracted from
100% to give rise to percentages representing microtubule density at individual time
frames. 100% microtubule density was defined as the whole region of interest occupied
by microtubule pixels. For MZdchs1b mutants, severe group was defined as those
embryos failing to show an obvious microtubule low-density gap, and the remaining
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embryos were grouped into the mild phenotype class. Both groups were taken into
quantification.
HA-Ttc28-mCherry intensity

To quantify the relative HA-Ttc28-mCherry intensity, mean pixel intensity at a
square size of . 4 μm by . 4 μm (5x5 pixel) was measured on the plasma membrane,
centrosome, or cytosol at individual z-plane. 6 spots for plasma membrane and cytosol,
and 2 spots for centrosome were measured for each cell as shown in Figure S4A and
averaged for each group. The relative intensity of HA-Ttc28-mCherry on plasma
membrane or centrosome was calculated by subtracting the cytosol signal intensity.
EB3-GFP tracks analysis

To quantify the speed, duration, and displacement parameters of individual EB3GFP tracks, comets in time-lapses were converted to spots with a diameter of 5 pixels
plotted at x,y positions corresponding to the centroid of each comet at each timepoint.
These positions were tracked and analyzed using the TrackMate ImageJ plugin. 350 The
difference of Gaussians detector (DoG) algorithm was used to detect individual spots,
and the linear motion Linear Assignment Problem (LAP) tracker was used to join these
spots into tracks. To quantify trajectory angles of individual EB3-GFP tracks, angles
were calculated between each comet’s initial and final locations.
Statistical analyses

All statistical analyses were performed with PAST and Graphpad Prism 7
software. Mardia-Watson-Wheeler test was used to compare the furrow calcium
signaling initiation position between WT and mutants. Furrow deepening calcium
signaling widths were analyzed using Student’s unpaired t-test. For midzone
microtubule bundling experiments, paired Student’s two-tailed t-test was used to
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determine the difference between control and mutants. Tukey’s multiple comparisons
test was performed to quantify the Ttc28-mCherry subcellular distribution experiments.
See figure legends for additional information about number of embryos used in each
experiment.
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2.6 Supplemental data

Figure 2.8: Supplementary, related to Figure 2.1. Cleavage defects in MZdchs1b mutants and
abnormal cleavage furrow-associated calcium activities after Aurora B inhibition in WT
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A. Quantification of cleavage plane orientations in WT and MZdchs1b embryos between 8cell and 64-cell stages.
B. Representative images of WT and MZdchs1b blastomeres labeled with membrane-RFP
(red) and H2B-GFP (green) at 3 hpf. Arrowheads denote the abnormal mitotic events.
Scale bar, 30 μm.
C. Representative time-lapse still images of cleavage furror calcium signaling in
Tg[βactin2:GCaMP6s]stl351 embryos following 400μM Aurora B inhibitor ZM447439
treatment. Scale bar, 150 μm.
D. Quantification of furrow initiation orientation in DMSO control and ZM447439-treated
Tg[βactin2:GCaMP6s]stl351 embryos. ns, not significant.
E. Quantification and comparison of the cleavage furrow-propagation calcium signaling in
DMSO control and ZM447439-treated Tg[βactin2:GCaMP6s]stl351 embryos at 2-4 cell
stage. N, number of embryos.
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Figure 2.9: Supplementary, related to Figure 2.3 & Figure 2.4. Identification of Ttc28 as a
Dchs1b binding protein
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A. Heatmap of the raw spectral count data for two biological repeats of Dchs1-ICD pulldown in comparison with control from the AP-MS experiments. The arrows mark TTC28
and LIX1L AP-MS results.
B. Schematic of TTC28 sequence identity and similarity from different species.
C. Representative still images of HA-Ttc28-mCherry (magenta) and H2B-GFP (green)
during cell divisions at 2.5-3 hpf. Scale bar, 30μm.
D. Representative images showing the co-localization of HA-Ttc28-mCherry (magenta) and
centrosome marker Xcentrin-GFP (green) in WT embryos at 2.5-3 hpf. Scale bar, 30μm.
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Figure 2.10: Supplementary, related to Figure 2.3. Deletion and mutation mapping to identify the
binding regions of Dchs1b and Ttc28
A. Co-IP assays of full-length Dchs1b-sfGFP with full-length HA-Ttc28. α-HA antibody was
used to immunoprecipitated the cell lysates, which were immunoblotted with α-GFP and
α-HA antibodies.
B. Co-IP assays of Flag-Dchs1b-ICD with full-length HA-Ttc28. α-Flag antibody was used
to pull down the immunoprecipitates.
C. Co-IP assays of HA-Ttc28 or HA-Ttc28-N with Flag-Dchs1b-ICD.
D. Co-IP assays of HA-Ttc28-N with different Flag-Dchs1b-ICD CM2-N mutation constructs.
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Figure 2.11: Supplementary, related to Figure 4. Ttc28 is recruited by CM2 motif in Dchs1b ICD
to the plasma membrane through its N-terminal TPR motifs
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A. Related to Figure 2.4, quantification of HA-Ttc28-mCherry signal intensity at the
cytoplasm, plasma membrane, and centrosome before normalization to the signal in the
cytoplasm.
B. Representative images of the subcellular localizations of HA-Ttc28-mCherry, HA-Ttc28N-mCherry, and HA-Ttc28-ΔN-1-mCherry (magenta) together with membrane GFP/H2BGFP (green) at 3-4 hpf. Scale bar, 30μm.
C. Representative images of the subcellular localizations of HA-Ttc28-mCherry, HA-Ttc28N-mCherry, and HA-Ttc28-ΔN-1-mCherry (magenta) together with Dchs1b-sfGFP/H2BGFP (green) at 3-4 hpf. Scale bar, 30μm.
D. Quantification of mitotic defects in mCherry control, HA-Ttc28, HA-Ttc28-mCherry, HATtc28-N-mCherry, and HA-Ttc28-ΔN-1-mCherry overexpressing embryos at 4-5 hpf. N,
number of embryos. n, number of cells.
E. Representative images of the subcellular localizations of HA-Ttc28-mCherry at 3-4 hpf,
upon injection of either 900 pg (left column) or 600pg (three right columns) of HA-Ttc28mCherry RNA into WT embryos co-expressing either membrane GFP (25 pg RNA),
Dchs1b-sfGFP (600 pg RNA) or Dchs-ΔCM -sfGFP (600 pg RN ). Scale bar, 30 μm.
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Figure 2.12: Supplementary, related to Figure 2.5. ttc28 mutant embryos exhibit normal furrow
calcium activities during cleavage stage, but are less sensitive to Aurora B inhibition
A-C. Quantification of cleavage furrow calcium activities in WT and MZttc28stl363/stl363 at 2-4
cell stage. N, number of embryos. ns, not significant. Error bars represent standard
deviation.
D. Quantification of cleavage defects in WT and MZttc28stl362/stl362 embryos at 3-3.5 hpf after
DMSO control or 75 μM ZM447439 treatment.
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Figure 2.13: Supplementary, related to Figure 2.2 & 2.5. Analyses of YCL microtubule dynamics
in Tg[β-actin2:EMTB-3xGFP] transgenic background
A. Representative time-lapse images of YCL microtubules in WT, MZdchs1b, and
MZttc28stl362/stl362 embryos during cleavage stages using Tg[βactin2:EMTB-3xGFP] at
1.75-2.5 hpf. Scale bar, 30 μm.
B. Quantification and comparison of YCL microtubule density in WT, MZdchs1b and
MZttc28stl362/stl362 embryos at 1.75-2.5 hpf. N, number of embryos.
C. ,D Quantification of EB3-GFP track displacement and duration data in the YCL in WT and
MZdchs1b. N, number of embryos; n, number of tracks.
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Chapter 3: dachsous genes play partially
overlapping roles during zebrafish epiboly by
regulating microtubule dynamics
3.1 Abstract
The evolutionarily-conserved atypical cadherin, Dachsous (Dchs), is involved in
various cellular processes such as planar cell polarity, cell growth, proliferation,
movement, and regulation of microtubule polarity and dynamics, all important for
embryonic development. Three dachsous genes exist in the zebrafish genome: dchs1a,
dchs1b, and dchs2. Previous work from our laboratory showed a requirement for
dchs1b during epiboly, or the thinning and spreading of the blastoderm to enclose the
yolk during gastrulation. Additionally, loss of dchs2 enhanced this phenotype,
suggesting at least partial overlapping functions during epiboly. A third dchs orthologue,
dchs1a, had not yet been studied during zebrafish epiboly. How Dchs cadherins
regulate yolk microtubules during epiboly is poorly understood. Here, we detail the
specific epiboly delay along with increased separation between the deep cell layer
(DEL) and enveloping layer (EVL) in dchs triple mutants. The extensive yolk microtubule
network required for epiboly is also disrupted with excessive bundling, and we associate
this defect with increased microtubule polymerization duration and plus-end
displacement. The minus ends in these mutant embryos are also likely more stable as
indicated by increased association with a protein known to regulate minus end
microtubule stability, CAMSAP1. Together, our findings indicate that the three dchs
genes in zebrafish have semi-overlapping roles promoting microtubule dynamics and
consequently in ensuring epiboly progression during gastrulation.
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3.2 Introduction
Epiboly is one of the major, evolutionarily-conserved cell movements during
embryonic development that involves expansion and thinning of the embryonic tissues.
In zebrafish, epiboly initiates at 4 hours post fertilization (hpf), just after zygotic genome
activation, and it involves the overall expansion and thinning of the blastoderm to
eventually enclose the yolk. At the onset of epiboly, the zebrafish embryo is comprised
of three cell types: the syncytial yolk cell, the epithelial enveloping layer (EVL)
consisting of the most superficial cells attached at its edge to the yolk cell, and
mesenchymal deep cells that will become the embryo proper located between the yolk
cell and the EVL. The yolk cell comprises the central yolk mass, which is surrounded by
a cortical layer. The region of the yolk cortex located close to deep cells and the EVL is
known as the yolk syncytial layer (YSL), and the nuclei-free region, or the yolk
cytoplasmic layer (YCL). Zebrafish epiboly is driven by a multitude of cell behaviors and
physical forces that coordinate epibolic movements of these three cell types.32,33,40,69
The YSL is a crucial source of force generation during the process of epiboly. It
forms around the 9th or 10th cell cleavage (3 hpf), as marginal blastomeres within the
population of deep cells collapse into the yolk forming a ring just vegetally to deep cells
and the EVL.40,41 While in the common yolk cell or syncytial cytoplasm, these nuclei
then undergo three metasynchronous divisions without cytokinesis.40,41 There are two
domains of the YSL, with the external YSL (eYSL) consisting of the most superficial
nuclei around the circumference of the embryo that are not covered by deep cells or
EVL, and the internal YSL (iYSL) describing syncytial nuclei deeper in the embryo
between the blastoderm and the yolk cell. At the initiation of epiboly, the eYSL contracts
and the iYSL expands, causing the adjacent yolk to bulge upwards towards the
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blastoderm. This relies on actomyosin contractility within the YSL.40,69 Simultaneously,
and during early epiboly stages, the yolk microtubule cytoskeleton forms by individual
microtubules emanating from microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs) within the
external YSL and polymerizing to invade into the YCL to eventually cover the entire
exposed yolk. Nuclei of the external YSL are thought to be transported along this
network towards the vegetal pole throughout the process of epiboly, and the YSL
transmits these pulling forces to the attached EVL as well as deep cells.

35–37,48

If the

integrity or dynamics of these microtubules is disrupted, epiboly fails to proceed. 45,46,96
Prior studies have shown that the atypical cadherin Dachsous (Dchs) is required
for regulation of the microtubule cytoskeleton in numerous cellular processes. Dchs
proteins consist of a single-pass transmembrane domain, a large extracellular domain
(ECD) with 27 cadherin tandem repeats, and a short intracellular domain (ICD).102
Drosophila, in which Dachsous has been discovered, possesses a single dachsous (ds)
gene. Ds and its heterophilic binding partner, Fat, are required for the correct proximaldistal polarization of microtubules in the wing epithelium, and this network can be used
to transport asymmetrically localized PCP signaling components.138,139 However,
mammals have two dchs genes, and zebrafish has three: dchs1a, dchs1b, and dchs2.
Zebrafish dchs1a and dchs1b are orthologs of mammalian Dchs1, and dchs2 is the
ortholog of mammalian Dchs2. The temporal expression of these three genes suggests
at least some non-overlapping functions in zebrafish embryogenesis. dchs1b transcripts
are heavily maternally loaded and analyses of maternal (M) and maternal-zygotic (MZ)
dchs1b mutants revealed that it is required for dorsal determinant transport, cytoplasmic
streaming, and early cell cleavages (Chapter 2: ). dchs2 expression peaks at 70%
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epiboly. Accordingly, MZdchs2 mutants exhibit epiboly and convergence and extension
(C & E) delay but no early embryogenesis defects observed in MZdchs1b mutants.
Additionally, double MZdchs1b; MZdchs2 mutants display a slightly enhanced epiboly
delay phenotype compared to single MZdchs1b mutants, suggesting at least two of the
three dchs genes are important in this process.100 Moreover, dchs1a expression peaks
at yolk plug closure (YPC), and thus could also cooperate with its homologs during
epiboly.100
As described in Chapter 2: , we demonstrated that Dchs1b promotes
microtubule dynamics during early cell cleavages by binding via its ICD and regulating
the cellular distribution of Tetratricopeptide repeat protein 28 (Ttc28), a protein
previously implicated in cell division.103,177 We also showed this protein binding requires
the conserved motif 2 (CM2) in the ICD. Whereas MZdchs1b mutant embryos exhibit
less dynamic microtubules during early cleavage stages, MZttc28 mutants have slightly
more dynamic microtubules, and ttc28 overexpression phenocopies the microtubule
dynamics defect observed in MZdchs1b. Additionally, the loss of ttc28 in a MZdchs1b
background suppresses its microtubule phenotype. Dchs1b is also necessary and
sufficient to recruit Ttc28 to the cell membrane. These data support a model whereby
Dchs1b reduces the activity of Ttc28, which limits microtubule dynamics by recruiting it
away from microtubules and to the membrane. Dchs1b is also required for microtubule
polarity and dynamics during dorsal determinant transport and early epiboly stages, but
it is not known whether this mechanism involves Ttc28.100,101
The dynamics of the microtubule cytoskeleton can be influenced by diverse
microtubule associated proteins (MAPs) that differentially regulate the polymerization
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and stability of the plus and minus ends.173 Other microtubule modifiers can add and
remove different posttranslational microtubule modifications, which can affect the
stability of the polymer directly or indirectly, by affecting certain MAP activities. Two
such modifications, acetylation and detyrosination, can be indicative of increased
microtubule stability. K40 acetylation of α-tubulin confers on microtubules resistance to
depolymerization and mechanical stress breaks.277–279 Acetylation is a very slow
process, so only very stable microtubules are acetylated.273–275 Tyrosination of the Cterminus of α-tubulin can be a reversible or permanent change exerted on tubulin
dimers. Removal of the tyrosine can be reversed, but if the adjacent glutamic acid is
also cleaved, this detyrosinated state is permanent.286–291 Detyrosinated microtubules
persist longer than tyrosinated ones292 and are protected against depolymerization by
Kinesin-13.296,297 Certain cases of membrane-bound proteins regulating microtubules
through interactions with adapter proteins, MAPs, and MAP regulators, have been
previously described. In fact, we reported that in addition to its interaction with Ttc28,
Dchs1b binds to a well-known MAP activity regulator, Aurora kinase B (AurkB), which is
absolutely essential for early cleavages in zebrafish.325 We posited this binding has
functional relevance because early cleavages in MZdchs1b mutant embryos are more
sensitive to an AurkB inhibitor, while those in MZttc28 mutants are resistant.101
However, whether this same mitosis-related mechanism holds true in the regulation of
non-mitotic yolk microtubules during epiboly has not been addressed.

Here we investigated functions of the three dchs genes in zebrafish and report
that they have partially overlapping functions in the regulation of epiboly progression. By
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generating dchs knock-in GFP lines, we show endogenous expression of Dchs1b
protein for the first time during gastrulation, in both the cell membrane and the
cytoplasm of EVL and deep cells. By further studying characteristics of the yolk
microtubule network in dchs triple loss of function mutant embryos, we show that these
microtubules are more bundled than in their wild-type counterparts—a phenotype often
associated with defects in epiboly progression. We also show altered microtubule
polymerization dynamics and increased association of CAMSAP1, a minus-end binding
protein involved in regulating microtubule stability. Together, we suggest that like during
early embryonic cleavages, Dchs promotes microtubule dynamics and organization to
ensure normal epiboly.

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Functional redundancies amongst dchs genes during epiboly
We first sought to understand potential functional redundancies among the three
dchs genes, dchs1a, dchs1b and dchs2, during epiboly. To this end, we investigated,
using confocal microscopy with high temporal resolution, epiboly progression defects in
single Zdchs1b-/- mutants and triple dchs mutants in which nuclei and membranes were
labeled by injecting synthetic mRNAs coding for fluorescently tagged H2B and CAAX,
respectively. Because of the early embryogenesis phenotypes displayed by MZdchs1b-/, but not by MZdchs1a or MZdchs2, due to loss of its maternal expression, this and the
following analyses in this chapter were performed in the MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-;
MZdchs2-/- mutant background, henceforth referred to as dchs triple mutants.100,101 This
was to ensure we were studying primary epiboly defects due to dchs loss of function,
rather than potential secondary defects due to abnormal early cleavages and
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incomplete yolk-cytoplasm segregation.100 Epiboly defects are often described in both
overall progression of deep cells and EVL towards the vegetal pole as well as the
separation of the most superficial EVL, from the deep cells.48,52 Compared to wild-type
controls, Zdchs1b mutants exhibited very mild epiboly progression defects and a slight
increase in separation between the EVL and DEL; these defects were much stronger in
dchs triple mutants (Figure 3.1A-C, S1). Two triple mutant combinations, one with
Zdchs1b+/- and the other with Zdchs1b-/-, showed more severe and significant epiboly
delay and larger separation between the EVL and DEL (Figure 3.1A-C, S1). However,
the MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/-, exhibited the most severe delay in epiboly and
largest and most sustained separation between the EVL and DEL amongst the
genotypes analyzed (Figure 3.1A-C, S1). Additionally, two out of six embryos failed to
complete epiboly even after ten hours post-oblong stage, while their wild-type
counterparts completed yolk plug closure by 6.8 hours post-oblong stage (Figure S1).
Together, these data show that triple dchs mutants exhibit the most penetrant and
consistent epiboly delay and DEL-EVL separation. Importantly, this finding, paired with
the milder epiboly defects in Zdchs1b-/-, suggests these three dchs genes have semioverlapping functions during epiboly.
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Figure 3.1: Epiboly progression and EVL-DEL separation defects in Zdchs1b and dchs triple
mutants.
A. Representative confocal images of WT, Zdchs1b-/-, MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/-,
and MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/-, with nuclei labeled with H2B-RFP and
membranes labeled with CAAX-mCherry beginning at the oblong stage, then 3.5, 6.8,
and 10 hours post-oblong.
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B. Diagram of a mid-epiboly stage embryo with the deep cell layer (DEL, blue), enveloping
layer (EVL, dark gray), and yolk (yellow) labeled. Blue area corresponds to data
presented in C, and the dark gray area corresponds to data presented in D.Figure 3.1:
Epiboly progression and EVL-DEL separation defects in Zdchs1b and dchs triple
mutants.
C. Quantification of DEL progression towards the vegetal pole during epiboly. Error bars
indicate SEM. WT N=7 embryos. Zdchs1b-/- N=6 embryos. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b+/-;
MZdchs2-/- N=6 embryos. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=6 embryos. Statistical
significance calculated with one-way ANOVA Friedman test corrected for multiple
comparisons. WT vs. Zdchs1b-/-, p<0.01; WT vs. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/-, ns;
WT vs. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/-, p<0.0001; Zdchs1b-/- vs. MZdchs1a;
Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/-, p<0.0001; Zdchs1b-/- vs. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/-,
p<0.0001; MZdchs1a; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/- vs. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/-,
p<0.0001.
D. Quantification of the separation between the EVL and DEL during epiboly. Error bars
indicate SEM. WT N=7 embryos. Zdchs1b-/- N=6 embryos. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b+/-;
MZdchs2-/- N=6 embryos. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=6 embryos. Statistical
significance calculated with one-way ANOVA Friedman test corrected for multiple
comparisons. WT vs. Zdchs1b-/-, p<0.001; WT vs. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/-,
p<0.0001; WT vs. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/-, p<0.0001; Zdchs1b-/- vs.
MZdchs1a; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/-, ns; Zdchs1b-/- vs. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/, p<0.0001; MZdchs1a; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/- vs. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/-,
p<0.001.
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3.3.2 Dchs is expressed cytoplasmically and at the cell membrane
To understand where Dchs protein may function during epiboly, we generated
knock-in zebrafish lines with six copies of sfGFP fused to the C-terminus of each dchs
endogenous locus. A previously-generated knock-in line with only two copies of sfGFP
inserted was sufficient for Western blot detection of both Dchs1b-2xsfGFP and Dchs22xsfGFP at 3 days post fertilization (dpf) (Figure 3.2B). Six sfGFP copies were
necessary to visualize endogenous Dchs1b fusion protein fluorescence in live embryos,
likely due to low levels of expression during early development (Figure 5.1B). The sixcopy tag did not cause any overt phenotypes expected of MZdchs1b,100 even in
embryos generated from homozygous knock-in females (data not shown). Therefore,
we concluded that this tag does not interfere with wild-type dchs1b function. The earliest
developmental stage at which we could detect Dchs1b fusion protein reliably in dchs1b6xsfGFP embryos was at 60% epiboly. At this stage, we detected Dchs1b-6xsfGFP
signal both at the cell membrane as well as in the cytoplasm, sometimes in discrete
puncta, in both the EVL and DEL (Figure 3.2A).
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Figure 3.2: Endogenous expression of Dchs1b in the membrane and cytoplasm during epiboly
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A. Confocal images at 60% epiboly with nuclei and membranes labeled with H2B-RFP and
CAAX-mCherry (red), respectively, and endogenous expression of Dchs1b tagged with
six copies of sfGFP (green) in both the EVL and DEL.
B. Western blot for GFP in dchs1b-2xsfGFP and dchs2-2xsfGFP in 2dpf and 3dpf embryos.
The bands in the final two lanes corresponding to the 460 kDa ladder are likely fulllength Dchs-2xsfGFP protein.

3.3.3 Loss of dchs leads to structural defects in the yolk microtubule array
Epiboly defects are often caused by perturbations in cell adhesion and/or the yolk
cytoskeleton.6,44–46,48,52,351–354 Because we already know dchs is involved in regulating
microtubules from work in Drosophila and our work zebrafish, we analyzed the yolk
microtubule array in dchs triple mutants during epiboly in more detail.100,101,138,139
Consistent with previous findings in MZdchs1b mutant embryos, dchs triple mutants
displayed yolk microtubule bundling and associated “naked” yolk regions without
microtubules, with an average yolk area lacking microtubules of 12.7% versus just 0.6%
in wild type (Figure 3.3A & B). MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/- embryos averaged
11.1% yolk area devoid of microtubules, and while this was not significantly different
from dchs triple mutants, the bundling phenotype was less penetrant than in dchs triple
mutant embryos (37.9% versus 59.4% of embryos) (Figure 3.8). These data, paired with
more severe epiboly progression defects in dchs triple mutants, indicate triple dchs
mutant embryos manifest the most severe and penetrant yolk microtubule and epiboly
progression defects. Therefore, more detailed analyses were conducted in this genetic
background.
To better understand differences in the microtubule cytoskeleton organization,
we analyzed higher magnification images of yolk microtubules for their overall
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alignment. In wild-type embryos, the yolk microtubules form a complex, basket-like
meshwork to evenly cover areas of the yolk. However, in dchs triple mutant embryos,
microtubule fibers were generally more aligned with one another within the network
(Figure 3.3C). Quantitatively, we analyzed the coherency of microtubules located just
vegetally to the YSL. The overall coherency of these sample areas was significantly
higher in dchs triple mutants (0.4015±0.0053, 95% CI) compared to wild type
(0.3388±0.0054, 95% CI), indicating microtubule fibers in dchs triple mutants are more
aligned (Figure 3.3D). These studies revealed that there were overall structural defects
in the yolk microtubule cytoskeleton in dchs triple mutants but determining how these
defects arise requires analysis of microtubule dynamics, microtubule binding proteins,
and/or microtubule post-translational modifications.
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Figure 3.3: Bundled yolk microtubule array structures in dchs triple mutants
A. Confocal images at 50% epiboly of WT and dchs triple mutants stained with DAPI (blue)
and for DM1α (microtubules, green). Magenta arrow indicates bundling.
B. Quantification of yolk microtubule bundling through measurement of bare yolk area
lacking microtubules at 50% epiboly. **p<0.01. WT N=25 embryos, MZdchs1a-/-;
Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=32 embryos.
C. Confocal images of yolk microtubule meshwork marked with DM1α, just vegetal of YSL
of WT and dchs triple mutants at 50% epiboly.
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D. Quantification of yolk microtubule alignment coherency. ****p<0.0001. WT N=25
embryos, MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=32 embryos.

3.3.4 Loss of dchs leads to abnormal microtubule polymerization dynamics
To dissect any changes in dynamics at the plus-ends of microtubules, we
injected into wild-type and dchs triple mutants at the one cell stage EB3-GFP synthetic
mRNA, which encodes for a plus-end binding protein often used to monitor microtubule
polymerization.332 We then quantified EB3-GFP comet speed at 4-4.5 hpf, or dome
stage, when the yolk microtubule network is being established. By viewing maximum
time projections of these time lapses, we could view EB3 track histories within a field of
view. Compared to wild type, dchs triple mutant yolk microtubule polymerization
appeared spatially uneven with certain regions containing disorganized polymerization
activity (Figure 3.4A, magenta arrow). Microtubule polymerization tracks showed
statistically significant increased total duration in dchs triple mutants compared to wild
type (Figure 3.4B). Microtubule polymerization track displacement, or the distance
between the first and last detected EB3-GFP comet of a single microtubule
polymerization event, was also significantly increased in dchs triple mutants compared
to wild type (Figure 3.4D). Average microtubule track speed trended towards an overall
increase compared to wild type, but this was not significant (Figure 3.4C). Analysis of
MZdchs triple mutants compared to wild type yielded similar results, significant increase
in track duration and displacement and a trend towards faster track speeds (Figure S4).
Together, these data suggest dchs genes play a role in limiting microtubule
polymerization and promoting dynamics.
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Figure 3.4: Yolk microtubule polymerization in dchs triple mutants
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A. Sample confocal images (left) and maximum time projections of time lapses (right) of
WT and dchs triple mutants labeled with EB3-GFP. Magenta arrow indicates
disorganized area of polymerization.
B. Frequency distribution of EB3 track duration. Error bars indicate SEM. WT N=9 embryos,
n=26,573 tracks. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=18, embryos n=29,668.
Wilcoxon matched-pairs rank test, *p<0.05.
C. Frequency distribution of EB3 track average speed. Error bars indicate SEM. WT N=9
embryos, n=26,573 tracks. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=18, embryos
n=29,668. Wilcoxon matched-pairs rank test, ns, *p<0.05.
D. Frequency distribution of EB3 track displacement. Error bars indicate SEM. WT N=9
embryos, n=26,573 tracks. MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=18, embryos
n=29,668. Wilcoxon matched-pairs rank test, **p<0.01.

3.3.5 Loss of dchs function results in increased CAMSAP1 association with the
microtubule cytoskeleton
While traditionally, studies of dynamic microtubules focused on plus-end
dynamics, calmodulin-regulated spectrin-associated proteins (CAMSAPs) were recently
implicated in stabilizing minus ends of microtubules and organizing non-centrosomal
microtubule populations.231–233,355 To test whether CAMSAP association with
microtubules was altered in dchs triple mutants, we performed immunohistochemistry
for CAMSAP1 using a polyclonal antibody (see 3.5 Methods). Consistent with the idea
that microtubules are more stable in dchs triple mutants, an average of 40.7% of yolk
microtubules were associated with CAMSAP1 in dchs triple mutants, compared to
24.4% in wild type (Figure 3.5A & B). Additionally, there was significantly more
CAMSAP1 protein signal associated with microtubules in dchs triple mutants (54.2% of
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total CAMSAP1 signal) compared to wild type (41.9%) (Figure 3.5A & C). Overall, the
pattern of this association was altered in dchs triple mutants with larger segments of
microtubules associated with CAMSAP1 protein, although the total number of these
segments remained unaffected (Figure 3.5D & E). Taken together, the increased
CAMSAP1-microtubule association in dchs triple mutants provides further support for
the conclusion that the yolk microtubule array is more stable compared to that of wild
type.
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Figure 3.5: Association of CAMSAP1 with yolk microtubule cytoskeleton in dchs triple mutants
A. Confocal images of yolk microtubules (DM1α, red) and CAMSAP1 (green) in both WT
and dchs triple mutants.
B. Quantification of the proportion of the microtubule cytoskeleton associated with
CAMSAP1. Mann-Whitney rank test, ***p<0.001.
C. Quantification of the proportion of the total CAMSAP1 pool associated with microtubules.
Mann-Whitney rank test, *p<0.05.
D. Quantification of the number of CAMSAP objects associated with microtubules. MannWhitney rank test, ns.
E. Quantification of the average size of CAMSAP1 objects associated with microtubules.
Mann-Whitney rank test, **p<0.01.

3.3.6 Microtubule bundles are generally associated with increased acetylation, but not
tyrosination
Certain types of microtubule modifications are considered markers of and can
even confer stability, such as K40 acetylation and detyrosination. To test whether these
are altered in dchs triple mutants, we performed immunohistochemistry for both
modifications. 77-78% of yolk microtubules in both wild type and triple dchs mutant
embryos were associated with approximately comparable tyrosinated tubulin antibody
signal (Figure 3.6A & B). Acetylated tubulin was detectable at mitotic spindles,
midbodies, as well as yolk microtubule bundles in wild type and dchs triple mutant
embryos (Figure 3.6C). There were no clear differences in acetylated microtubules
between wild type and dchs triple mutant embryos. Because bundles of microtubules in
both wild-type and dchs triple mutant embryos were associated with acetylated tubulin
signal, it is impossible to discern whether bundles in general lead to acetylation, or if
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added acetylation leads to increased bundling. However, as noted above, microtubule
bundles were rare in wild type and common in dchs triple mutants. Together, these data
suggest yolk microtubule bundles in general are associated with acetylated tubulin.
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Figure 3.6: Tyrosinated and acetylated tubulin modifications in dchs triple mutants
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A. Confocal images of yolk microtubules (DM1α, red) and tyrosinated tubulin (green) in
both WT and dchs triple mutants.
B. Quantification of tyrosinated tubulin staining associated with yolk microtubules. Error
bars indicate SEM.
C. Confocal images of yolk microtubules (DM1α, red) and acetylated tubulin (green) in both
WT and dchs triple mutants. Asterisks in merged channels indicate microtubule spindles.

3.4 Discussion
Dachsous cadherin has been shown to regulate various cellular processes, such
as planar cell polarity signaling (PCP), Hippo signaling, and microtubule array alignment
in Drosophila. However, additional roles for dchs in vertebrates have been discovered,
including early embryonic cleavages, dorsal determinant transport, and epiboly.100,101
Previously, our lab has focused extensively on the roles of Dchs1b in the regulation of
microtubule dynamics during early cleavage stages, but these studies did not fully
address the possibility of semi-overlapping functions of the three dchs genes in the
regulation of microtubule dynamics in these processes. The findings presented in this
chapter indicate there are at least partial overlapping functions for dchs1a, dchs1b, and
dchs2, during epiboly. While MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/- mutant embryos
exhibited no epiboly delay and a small increase in EVL-DEL separation and Zdchs1b-/mutant embryos had minimal epiboly progression defects, MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-;
MZdchs2-/- mutants had much more severe epiboly delay and increase in EVL-DEL
separation (Figure 3.1). This suggests one copy of dchs1b can partially compensate for
loss of dchs1a and dchs2, and dchs1a and dchs2 can partially compensate for loss of
zygotic dchs1b during epiboly.
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Zebrafish embryos are different from mammalian embryos in that they are much
more reliant on maternal loading of protein and transcripts during early development. In
fact, three quarters of zebrafish genes are maternally expressed.356 Therefore, our lab
has almost exclusively used a dchs1b mutant background lacking both maternal loading
and zygotic transcription, referred to as MZdchs1b. The early phenotypes in this
background could cause secondary defects during subsequent developmental
processes, such as epiboly. For example, the incomplete yolk-cytoplasm separation
defect seen in MZdchs1b mutants leads to yolk chunks randomly dispersed amongst
the blastoderm cells, and this could obstruct epibolic cell movements. As such, we have
used the MZdchs1a; Zdchs1b; MZdchs2 mutant background in our epiboly studies, to
ensure we are only studying primary defects. The maternal loading of wild-type dchs1b
means we may not be detecting all or as severe of defects that we may find in mutants
without maternal loading of dchs1b, and consequently that we may have analyzed a
hypomorphic phenotype. However, we found that the defects yolk microtubule
polymerization in MZdchs1a; Zdchs1b; MZdchs2 mutants as well as MZ triple dchs
mutants appear similar. Both genetic backgrounds exhibited significantly longer
polymerization track duration as well as displacement compared to wild-type controls,
with no significant difference in polymerization speed (Figure 3.4 & Figure 3.9).
Additionally, we have previously shown MZdchs1b mutants exhibit higher
polymerization speed, suggesting that Mdchs1b is also important for regulating
microtubule polymerization.101
The yolk microtubule network is clearly disrupted in dchs triple mutant embryos
with irregular microtubule bundling leading to exposed yolk patches (Figure 3.3). Our
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studies of polymerization dynamics revealed that the periods of individual microtubule
polymerization in dchs triple mutants were longer in duration. Additionally, in dchs triple
mutants, these microtubule polymerization tracks had longer overall displacement
values, suggesting dchs has a role in limiting microtubule polymerization (Figure 3.4).
The minus ends of microtubules in dchs mutants are also likely more stable than in wild
type due to an increase in association with CAMSAP1 antibody signal (Figure 3.5).
There are three CAMSAPs in mammals, and they differ in deposition patterns at the
minus end, with CAMSAP1 tracking minus tips, and CAMSAP2/3 binding to certain
lengths of minus ends. CAMSAPs cooperate with other proteins to block polymerization
and depolymerization at the minus ends of microtubules.231–234 However, in our study,
CAMSAP1 staining pattern appeared more similar to that of mammalian CAMSAP2/3
than CAMSAP1. This could be due to cross-reactivity of the antibody with other
CAMSAP proteins, which is even further complicated by the fact that zebrafish hare five
camsap genes (1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3), whose specific deposition patterns have not been
previously analyzed.357 There appeared to be no significant change in microtubule
acetylation or tyrosination attributable to the loss of dchs function (Figure 3.6).
Acetylation and tyrosination are only two of many microtubule modifications that can
affect stability including phosphorylation, methylation, glutamylation, and glycylation
(see Section 1.7.5). Additionally, plus-end binding proteins can promote microtubule
bundling, which can have a stabilizing effect on microtubules (see Section 1.7.4). There
is also the possibility that even though yolk microtubules are more stable in dchs triple
mutants, they have not existed long enough to accumulate stabilizing modifications
beyond wild type levels.
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Our previous work has mostly focused on the role dchs1b has in the regulation of
microtubules during cell division. We identified a mechanism through which Dchs1b
promotes microtubule dynamics during cell division; Dchs1b recruits Ttc28 to limit its
inhibition of microtubule dynamics. Dchs1b-Ttc28 interaction exerts its effects on
microtubules likely by somehow regulating AurkB (Chapter 2: ). Here, our present work
focuses on microtubule dynamics in a context completely separated from mitotic events,
as epiboly commences after the YSN stop dividing. Future experiments will show
whether Dchs uses a similar mechanism during epiboly. Other mechanisms may also
be involved, and previous mass spectrometry analysis of co-immunoprecipitation of rat
Dchs1 (Chapter 2: ), and our ongoing proteomic studies in zebrafish, may identify other
candidate proteins important for Dchs-dependent regulation of epiboly.
As described in Chapter 1: , there are more processes driving epiboly than just
microtubules that may also be affected in triple dchs mutants. We previously reported
defects in cytoplasmic streaming in MZdchs1b mutants, which is dependent on the actin
cytoskeleton.100 Actomyosin contractility is required both at the epiboly margin for
exerting pulling and circumferential forces as well as for EVL cell flattening; inhibition of
either process leads to epiboly defects.44,75,77,80 Dchs proteins are classified as adhesion
proteins that normally interact with Fat atypical cadherins and therefore may also be
required for cell-cell interactions during epiboly. Cell-cell adhesion between EVL cells,
the EVL and YSL, and EVL and deep cells, are all required for proper epiboly
progression.34–37,48 However, in a previous study of dchs1b, our lab showed that
overexpression of the intracellular domain (ICD) of dchs1b was sufficient to partially
rescue epiboly defects, suggesting mainly adhesion-independent functions of dchs
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during this process.100 Further functional studies of the ICD and extracellular domain
(ECD) of Dchs proteins during epiboly may help separate adhesive functions from
strictly intracellular functions.

3.5 Methods
3.5.1 Zebrafish
Zebrafish WT AB*, dchs1asa15468 358, dchs1bfh275 100, dchs2stl1 100, ttc28stl363 101,
and dchs1b-6xsfGFP lines were used in this study. Embryos were generated by natural
matings and in vitro fertilization and kept at

.5°C in egg water (60μg/mL Instant

Ocean in distilled water). All zebrafish experiments and procedures were performed in
accordance with the Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee of the Washington
University in St. Louis School of Medicine with fish maintenance previously
described.101
3.5.2 Cloning and RNA synthesis
Human GFP-CAMSAP2 231 was subcloned into the pT7Ts vector for mRNA
synthesis and injection. All mRNAs for injections were synthesized from corresponding
linearized plasmid templates using mMessage mMachine Kit (Ambion).
3.5.3 Live imaging
Epiboly progression
Embryos were injected with 50pg of H2B-RFP and 200pg of CAAX-RFP
synthetic mRNAs at the one-cell stage to label both nuclei and cell membranes,
respectively. These embryos were manually dechorionated with forceps during late
cleavage stages and then mounted in 0.3% low-melting agarose on a glass bottom dish
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(Ted Pella, Inc.) at the 1K cell stage. Time-lapse imaging was performed beginning at
the oblong stage using a spinning-disk confocal microscope (Olympus IX81, Quorum)
with a 10X objective at 28.5°C. Z-stacks were set for a total of

0μm at μm intervals,

and images were acquired every 10 minutes for 10 hours. Embryos requiring postimaging genotyping were removed from the agarose the following morning.
EB3-GFP
Prior to the one-cell stage, embryos were injected with 50pg of synthetic mRNA
encoding EB3-GFP. These embryos were mounted as described above at the 1K cell
stage. Time-lapse image acquisition was performed between sphere and dome stages
(4-4.5 hpf) using a Nikon spinning-disk confocal microscope with a 60X oil immersion
lens at room temperature. Yolk microtubule Z-stacks were set up for a total of 4-6μm at
1- .5μm interval. Images were acquired every two seconds.
3.5.4 Immunostaining
Immunostaining for microtubules and modified tubulin was carried out using a
modified protocol from Solnica-Krezel and Driever 45. 60% epiboly stage embryos were
fixed in microtubule assembly fixative (80mM KPIPES pH 6.5, 5mM EGTA, 1mM MgCl2,
3.7% formaldehyde, 0.25% glutaraldehyde, and 0.2% Triton X-100) for 2 hours at room
temperature and then at -20°C overnight. Embryos were manually dechorionated with
forceps the next day followed by overnight incubation in 100% methanol at -20°C. To
quench the glutaraldehyde from the fixative, embryos were incubated in PBS containing
100mM NaBH4 in 24-well plastic plates for 8-10 hours at room temperature, followed by
several washes in TBS and a 30-minute room temperature incubation in TBS with 2%
BSA and 5% NGS. The embryos were then incubated with primary antibody (1:500
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M

; : 50 α-acetylated tubulin; : 50 α-tyrosinated tubulin; 1:250 CAMSAP1

antibodies-online #ABIN2787677) in TBS containing 2% BSA and 5% NGS overnight at
-20°C, followed by 5 x 10-minute washes in TBS at room temperature. The embryos
were incubated in secondary antibody (1:500 Alexa Fluor 488, 568, and/or 633) in TBS
containing 2% BSA and 5% NGS overnight at -20°C, followed by 5 x 20-minute washes
in TBS at room temperature. DAPI staining (1:1000) was performed at room
temperature for 10 min, followed by 3 x 5-minute washes in TBS. Embryos were
mounted in 3% methylcellulose on a glass bottom dish (Ted Pella, Inc.) and imaged
using a spinning-disk confocal microscope (Olympus IX81, Quorum) with a 10X
objective and Z-stacks of

0μm at μm intervals for microtubule bundling experiments,

40X objective and Z-stacks of

0μm at μm intervals for acetylated tubulin, 60X

immersion objective and Z-stacks of 60μm at 0.5μm intervals for C MS P and
microtubule coherency experiments.
3.5.5 Quantification and analysis
EB3-GFP quantification
To quantify various microtubule polymerization track parameters such as
displacement, duration, and speed, EB3-GFP comets in time-lapse movies were
converted to spots with 5 pixel diameters plotted at x,y positions corresponding to the
centroid of each comet at each timepoint. These positions were tracked and analyzed
using the TrackMate ImageJ plugin.350 Briefly, the difference of Gaussians detector
(DoG) algorithm detected individual spots, and the Linear Assignment Problem (LAP)
tracker joined these spots into tracks.
CAMSAP1 and tubulin modification staining quantification
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To quantify the relative amount of the microtubule cytoskeleton associated with
CAMSAP1 or modified tubulin, both image channels, total tubulin and the protein of
interest, were thresholded using the IsoData and Moments ImageJ algorithms,
respectively. All images were acquired using the same exposure, laser power, and gain
settings for each channel. Together, these efforts reduced the amount of variation and
human error during image acquisition and quantification. A 125x125 pixel representative
square was cropped from the original image to contain only yolk microtubules located
just below the YSL. Then, the channel of interest was filtered to only contain pixels that
overlap with the total tubulin channel, selecting only for protein associated with
microtubules. This was achieved by using the ImageJ image calculator to multiply both
channels together. A pixel positive for staining has a value of 1, and any pixels negative
for staining have values of 0; therefore, the only remaining pixels in the resulting image
are those where both channels overlap. ImageJ was then used to calculate the total
area and number of objects in the field of view.
MT fiber analysis
To analyze yolk microtubule fibers, a 125x125 pixel representative square was cropped
from the original image to contain only yolk microtubules located just below the YSL.
Orientation distributions and representative vector fields were generated using the
OrientationJ plugin for ImageJ with a local window size of 2 and vector field grid size of
10 359.
Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were completed using GraphPad Prism 7. Statistical
significance was calculated using a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test to compare two
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populations and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were used to compare population
distributions between two groups.
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3.6 Supplemental
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Figure 3.7: Additional epiboly progression quantification in wild-type and dchs triple mutant
embryos, relevant to Figure 3.1
A. Quantification of maximal YSL-DEL separation during epiboly. Kruskal-Wallis test,
multiple comparisons, ns.
B. Quantification of the elapsed time of YSL-DEL separation during epiboly. Kruskal-Wallis
test, multiple comparisons, ns.
C. Quantification of elapsed time for DEL closure. Kruskal-Wallis test, multiple
comparisons, ns.
D. Quantification of elapsed time for EVL closure. Kruskal-Wallis test, multiple
comparisons, ns.

Figure 3.8: Expressivity and penetrance of microtubule bundling in compound dchs triple
mutants, relevant to Figure 3.3
A. Quantification of yolk microtubule bundling through measurement of bare yolk area
lacking microtubules at 50% epiboly. ns (p=0.0887). WT N=25 embryos, MZdchs1a-/-;
Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/- N=29 embryos.
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B. Quantification of number of embryos with yolk microtubule bundling. WT N=25 embryos,
MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/- N=29 embryos, MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/N=32 embryos.
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Figure 3.9: Microtubule polymerization dynamics in MZdchs triple mutants
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A. Frequency distribution of EB3 track duration. Error bars indicate SEM. WT N=9 embryos.
MZdchs1a-/-; MZdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=14 embryos. Wilcoxon matched-pairs rank test,
**p<0.01
B. Frequency distribution of EB3 track average speed. Error bars indicate SEM. WT N=9
embryos. MZdchs1a-/-; MZdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=14 embryos. Wilcoxon matched-pairs
rank test, ns
C. Frequency distribution of EB3 track displacement. Error bars indicate SEM. WT N=9
embryos. MZdchs1a-/-; MZdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/- N=14 embryos. Wilcoxon matched-pairs
rank test, **p<0.01

Chapter 4: Manipulation of Aurora B kinase
activity during zebrafish epiboly
4.1 Abstract
Dachsous (Dchs) cadherins regulate microtubule polarity and dynamics in both
Drosophila and zebrafish. Our prior work (Chapter 2: ) outlines a mechanism during
early cleavage stages whereby Tetratricopeptide repeat-containing protein 28 (Ttc28)
normally limits microtubule dynamics, and Dchs1b recruits Ttc28 to the membrane and
away from microtubules to inhibit its activity. We also suggest this mechanism involves
the regulation of Aurora B kinase (AurkB), a well-known regulator of mitosis and
microtubules. However, it remains unknown whether this mechanism can be expanded
to other developmental processes such as epiboly. Due to the aurkB loss of function
mutant’s inability to progress through epiboly, whether aurkB is required for epiboly, or
more specifically, regulation of yolk microtubules, has not been investigated. Here, we
demonstrate the feasibility of using a new potent AurkB inhibitor to reduce AurkB
function with better temporal and spatial specificity to yolk microtubules during epiboly.
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Interference with AurkB function in the yolk cell led to clumping of yolk syncytial nuclei
(YSN) and increased aurkB expression caused yolk microtubule bundling. Lastly, we
show the dependence of AurkB localization to microtubule spindles on dchs1b levels.

4.2 Introduction
Dachsous (Dchs) proteins are single-pass transmembrane proteins with a large
extracellular domain (ECD) and a relatively short intracellular domain (ICD)102 and are
important for planar cell polarization,121–125 Hippo signaling,145 and regulation of actin
and microtubule cytoskeletal networks and their dynamics in various
contexts.100,101,138,139 In Drosophila, dachsous (ds) is required for correct microtubule
alignment and polarization in wing epithelial cells.138,139 Our laboratory has also
demonstrated the requirement of dchs1b in microtubule alignment in the vegetal region
of the zygote soon after fertilization during dorsal determinant transport100 and later in
the syncytial yolk cell during epiboly (Chapters 2 & 3). We have also shown the
importance of dchs1b for promoting microtubule dynamics during zebrafish early cell
cleavages, as described in Chapters 2 & 3 and other previous work.100 In brief, Dchs1b
reduces the microtubule dynamics-limiting activity of Ttc28 by recruiting it away from
cytoplasm and microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs) and to the cell membrane.
Additionally, Aurora B kinase (AurkB), a well-studied regulator of various microtubuleassociated proteins (MAPs), complexes with Dchs1b and Ttc28. This, paired with the
observation that MZttc28 mutants are resistant and MZdchs1b mutants are sensitive to
AurkB inhibition, suggests a functional role for AurkB for the Dchs1b-dependent
regulation of early cell cleavages.101 We have also implicated at least partial, nonoverlapping functions for all three dchs genes (dchs1a, dchs1b, and dchs2) in
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promoting yolk microtubule dynamics during zebrafish epiboly, as described in Chapter
3. However, we do not know whether the Dchs1b-Ttc28-AurkB mechanism is also
responsible for regulation of microtubule dynamics during epiboly.
AurkB is an evolutionarily-conserved regulator of cell division and the
chromosomal passenger complex.321–325,340 It has been well-studied in the context of
cell division, and some AurkB inhibitors are currently in preclinical and clinical phases of
study in treating cancer.360 The subcellular localization of AurkB is dynamic and tightly
linked to the cell cycle, with AurkB accumulating at centromeres during prophase and
metaphase, midzone microtubules during anaphase, and some AurkB being transported
to equatorial cell cortex, which is important for cytokinesis.361 However, it is unclear
whether AurkB also regulates microtubules in non-mitotic contexts.
The dynamic yolk microtubules of the zebrafish embryo during epiboly, or the
thinning and spreading of the blastoderm to enclose the yolk, serve as an in vivo, nonmitotic situation, in which to study the roles of microtubule associated proteins (MAPs)
and their regulators, such as AurkB. The dynamics of these yolk microtubules are also
required for epiboly progression.45,46 Previous studies in zebrafish identified the
mutation, cellular island (cei) in the gene encoding for AurkB. Maternal (M) cei mutants
exhibit early cleavage defects and arrest development prior to epiboly.325 Therefore, this
mutant line cannot be used to study any roles for AurkB beyond sphere stage. Previous
studies in zebrafish also made use of an AurkB inhibitor, ZM447439, to study
AurkB.101,325 An AurkB inhibitor such as this one could be used to inhibit AurkB just prior
to the onset of epiboly, allowing the embryos to successfully complete early cleavages.
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Here, we show that another AurkB inhibitor, AZD1152-HPQA, with a lower IC50
and similar solubility in dimethylsulfoxide ( MSO), phenocopies ZM447439’s and Mcei
phenotype, allowing us to inject into zebrafish embryos more concentrated inhibitor with
a lower concentration of DMSO. Inhibition of AurkB activity in the YSL led to abnormal
clumping of YSN during epiboly, but yolk microtubules appeared relatively normal.
Overexpression of aurkB caused yolk microtubule bundling. Together, this suggests
aurkB may have a more general role of regulating microtubules independent from
mitosis. Lastly, we show that altering levels of dchs1b leads to abnormal localization of
AurkB at mitotic spindles during epiboly stages, suggesting that Dchs1b regulates MTs
by influencing intracellular distribution of Ttc28 and AurkB.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 AZD1152-HPQA drug injection phenocopies ZM447439 with higher potency and
specificity
To determine whether AurkB has any roles in regulating yolk microtubules during
epiboly, we attempted to inject ZM447439 at various doses specifically into the YSL as
to only affect syncytial yolk cell microtubules. These initial injections, even at the
maximal end of solubility of about 180nM, yielded no over phenotype (data not shown).
Prior studies using this inhibitor at early cleavage stages involved soaking embryos in
the inhibitor, likely leading to a higher dose of delivery over time. In fact, the overall
maximum solubility of ZM447439 is 200nM in 0.1% DMSO, but its IC50 is 130nM.362
However, soaking embryos in this inhibitor is only effective during early cleavage
stages, with embryos becoming resistant during blastula stages. Increasing DMSO
concentration beyond 0.1% to allow for more concentrated inhibitor treatments led to
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yolk microtubule bundling (data not shown). Therefore, it is plausible that the absence of
phenotype was due to an insufficient amount of inhibitor. Another AurkB inhibitor,
AZD1152-HPQA, has a similar maximum solubility of 197nM in 0.1% DMSO with a
much lower IC50 of 0.37nM. Additionally, this inhibitor is reported as more potent and
more specific to AurkB.363 To determine whether this inhibitor could serve as a
substitute for ZM447439, wild-type embryos were injected prior to the one-cell stage at
various doses (Figure 4.1A). Injection with AZD1152-HPQA phenocopied cei cleavage
defects in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 4.1B), indicating AZD1152-HPQA can
serve as an appropriate substitute for ZM447439.
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Figure 4.1: cellular island phenotype penetrance in embryos treated with AZD1152-HPQA
AurkB Inhibitor
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A. Representative bright field images of embryos between high and sphere stages, injected
at the one-cell stage with indicated doses of AZD1152-HPQA dissolved in 0.1% DMSO.
Representative single-embryo images of cellular island phenotype classes.
B. Quantification of cellular island phenotype in embryos injected at the one-cell stage with
indicated doses of AZD1152-HPQA dissolved in 0.1% DMSO. 0.04pg dose n=64
embryos; 0.08pg dose n=65; 0.12pg dose n=62; 0.4pg dose n=72; 0.8pg dose n=73;
1.2pg dose n=70.

4.3.2 Inhibition of AurkB activity causes uneven distribution of YSN
To discern any roles AurkB might have in regulating the yolk microtubule
cytoskeleton, wild-type embryos were injected in the YSL at high stage (3.5 hpf) with
0.5nL of 0.1% DMSO alone, or 0.1% DMSO with 30μM or 150μM of AZD1152-HPQA.
Embryos injected with either dose of inhibitor exhibited abnormal YSN clumping
compared to control embryos injected with DMSO alone (Figure 4.2A). In fact, the area
of these YSN aggregates was quantitatively larger than the singular YSN in wild type
(Figure 4.2B). Because the inhibitor was injected prior to the completion of YSN
divisions, it is possible AurkB may be required within the syncytium for these nuclear
divisions.
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Figure 4.2: YSN clumping in embryos injected with AZD1152-HPQA into YSL
A. DAPI staining in embryos injected with 0.5nL of 0.1% DMSO, 0.5nL of 30μM AZD, and
0.5nL of 150μM AZD, injected into the YSL at high stage. Magenta squares indicate
magnified insets.
B. Quantification of YSN object area in embryos injected with 0.5nL of 0.1% DMSO, 0.5nL
of 30μM AZD, and 0.5nL of 150μM AZD, injected into the YSL at high stage. Error bars
indicate SEM. DMSO dose n=14 embryos; 30μM AZD dose n=15; 150μM AZD n=19.
Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparisons, **p<0.01; ***p<0.001.
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4.3.3 Overexpression of aurkB causes yolk microtubule bundling
To determine the effect of overexpression of aurkB on yolk microtubules during
epiboly, aurkB-GFP mRNA was injected into the YSL at high stage. This led to yolk
microtubule bundling in embryos injected with both 50pg aurkB-GFP and 100pg aurkBGFP, but not in the control embryos injected with H2B-GFP (Figure 4.3A). The bare yolk
patches caused by microtubule bundling were larger in area for both doses compared to
wild type (Figure 4.3B). However, the severity and penetrance of bundling was the
same at both doses (Figure 4.3B & C). These data support a role for AurkB in yolk cell
microtubule organization during epiboly.
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Figure 4.3: Yolk microtubule bundling in embryos overexpressing aurkB-GFP in the YSL
A. Confocal images of yolk microtubules (DM1α) in embryos injected with 50pg H2B-GFP,
50pg aurkB-GFP, and 100pg aurkB-GFP, in the YSL at high stage.
B. Quantification of bare yolk area due to microtubule bundling in embryos injected with
50pg H2B-GFP, 50pg aurkB-GFP, and 100pg aurkB-GFP, in the YSL at high stage.
Error bars indicate SEM. 50pg H2B-GFP n=25 embryos/3 replicates; 50pg aurkB-GFP
n=31 embryos/3 replicates; 100pg aurkB-GFP n=46/2 replicates. Kruskal-Wallis multiple
comparisons; ****p<0.0001.
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C. Quantification of yolk microtubule bundling phenotype penetrance in embryos injected
with 50pg H2B-GFP, 50pg aurkB-GFP, and 100pg aurkB-GFP, in the YSL at high stage.
50pg H2B-GFP n=25 embryos/3 replicates; 50pg aurkB-GFP n=31 embryos/3 replicates;
100pg aurkB-GFP n=46/2 replicates.

4.3.4 dchs1b levels influence distribution of AurkB at midzone microtubules during cell
division
To determine at a cellular level how altering dchs1b levels could be affecting
AurkB subcellular localization, and by extension, activity during mitosis, we visualized
microtubules by injecting at the one-cell stage fluorescent tubulin (4.5 Methods) and
AurkB by injecting aurkB-GFP mRNA and analyzed the distribution of AurkB using
confocal microscopy at epiboly stages. In sterile water control-injected embryos, AurkB
localized to the microtubule spindles at the presumptive metaphase plate (Figure 4.4A).
In embryos injected with 50pg and 100pg of dchs1b-ICD mRNA, there were fewer
AurkB puncta localized to the spindle, and these puncta appeared dimmer (Figure 4.4A
& B). In MZdchs1b-/- mutants, AurkB puncta were localized to microtubule spindles but
appeared less focused at the metaphase plate (Figure 4.4A). The area of the smallest
bounding box that encloses AurkB puncta at each spindle was significantly larger in
MZdchs1b-/-, and the overall density of AurkB puncta in these mutants was lower than
in wild type (Figure 4.4C & D). Together, these observations suggest that Dchs1b
intracellular domain (ICD) is sufficient to alter subcellular distribution of AurkB, reducing
its accumulation on microtubule spindles, and consequently, limiting its activity during
mitosis.
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Figure 4.4: AurkB puncta localization relative to spindle microtubules in MZdchs1b mutants and
embryos overexpressing dchs1b-ICD.
A. Confocal images of mitotic spindles with tubulin labeled in magenta and AurkB in green
in epiboly-stage embryos injected with 0pg, 50pg, and 100pg dchs1b-ICD synthetic
mRNA, and in MZdchs1b-/- mutants.
B. Quantification of the number of AurkB-GFP puncta associated with the microtubule
spindle. 0pg dchs1b-ICD n=22 spindles; 50pg dchs1b-ICD n=19; 100pg dchs1b-ICD
n=20; MZdchs1b-/- n=19. Error bars indicate SEM. Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparisons
****p<0.0001, 2 replicates.
C. Quantification of AurkB-GFP puncta distribution, or the area of the smallest bounding
box that encloses all AurkB puncta. 0pg dchs1b-ICD n=22 spindles; 50pg dchs1b-ICD
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n=19; 100pg dchs1b-ICD n=20; MZdchs1b-/- n=19. Error bars indicate SEM. KruskalWallis multiple comparisons ****p<0.0001, 2 replicates.
D. Quantification of AurkB-GFP puncta density within the smallest bounding box that
encloses all AurkB puncta. 0pg dchs1b-ICD n=22 spindles; 50pg dchs1b-ICD n=19;
100pg dchs1b-ICD n=20; MZdchs1b-/- n=19. Error bars indicate SEM. Kruskal-Wallis
multiple comparisons ****p<0.0001, 2 replicates.

4.4 Discussion
As described in Chapter 2: Dchs1b promotes microtubule dynamics by reducing
the microtubule dynamics-limiting activity of Ttc28. Dchs1b recruits Ttc28 to the cell
membrane, and we posited this was to pull Ttc28 away from its intracellular locations,
including the MTOC. It is currently unclear whether Ttc28 interacts with microtubules
directly. Rather, multiple lines of evidence suggest the effects on microtubules exerted
by Dchs1b-Ttc28 involve AurkB activity.101 AurkB is a well-studied regulator of
microtubules during mitosis, but it was not clear whether it has more general roles in
regulating microtubules outside of cell division. It is also still not known whether this
Dchs1b-Ttc28-AurkB mechanism is applicable to yolk microtubules during epiboly as
well.
Since MZaurkB mutants (cei) arrest prior to epiboly onset due to defective
cleavages, it was not possible to deploy these mutants to study urk ’s roles in
regulating yolk microtubules during epiboly. However, various AurkB inhibitors are
available, and one such drug, ZM447439, has been used to phenocopy cei
phenotypes.325 Inhibitors provide additional temporal control for reducing activity of their
targets, allowing us to specifically target epiboly. Additionally, yolk microtubules can be
specifically targeted through injection into the YSL at high stage without affecting EVL
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and deep cells. Therefore, we were able to manipulate activity levels of AurkB by
injecting a more potent and specific inhibitor, AZD1152-HPQA,363 and by
overexpressing aurkB-GFP synthetic mRNA. Because this inhibitor had not been used
in zebrafish before, we validated AZD1152-HPQA by showing it phenocopied early cell
cleavage defects found in both Mcei and ZM447439-treated embryos (Figure 4.1).325
Reduction in AurkB activity led to abnormal YSN clumping, while overexpression of
aurkB-GFP caused microtubule bundling (Figure 4.2 & Figure 4.3). These findings
suggest a role for AurkB regulating microtubules during epiboly that may or may not be
dependent on mitosis. Previous studies showed that abnormal YSN shape and
distribution were associated with bundled yolk microtubules, which suggests the YSN
clumping phenotype could be strictly due to changes in the yolk microtubule network. 96
However, these clumped YSN could also arise due to defective nuclear division. To
discern between these possibilities, we could inject AurkB inhibitor into the YSL slightly
later when YSN divisions have ceased and analyze YSN clumping. Future studies can
use targeted injections of both the inhibitor and synthetic mRNA to test for differing
sensitivities to these manipulations in dchs1b and ttc28 mutants, similar to what was
presented in Chapter 2: during cleavage stages.
Lastly, we show AurkB localization to the midzone during mitosis is dependent on
the level of dchs1b expression. In MZdchs1b mutants, AurkB distribution was more
diffuse at microtubule spindles, while overexpression of dchs1b-ICD led to a reduction
in AurkB puncta localized to the spindle region likely corresponding to the metaphase
plate (Figure 4.4). It is unclear whether full-length Dchs1b at the cell membrane would
be sufficient to recruit AurkB to the membrane and if this would have a further inhibitory
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effect than Dchs1b-ICD. Also, the ICD overexpression activity may or may not occur in
wild-type embryos. There is evidence for alternative isoforms of dachsous genes coding
for free-floating ICDs from a study in Drosophila106 and from previous RNAseq
experiments (Figure 5.1). These findings serve as a starting point for a better
understanding of how Dchs1b regulates microtubules via AurkB.

4.5 Methods
4.5.1 Zebrafish
Zebrafish WT AB* and dchs1bfh275 100 lines were used in this study. As described
in prior studies, MZdchs1bfh275 embryos exhibit strong early cleavage and cytoplasmic
streaming defects due to a lack of maternal mRNA loading that could affect
gastrulation.100,101 Embryos used in this study were generated by crossing fish between
3 and 18 months of age. Embryos were kept at

.5°C in egg water (60μg/mL Instant

Ocean in distilled water). All zebrafish experiments and procedures were performed in
accordance with the Institutional Animal Use and Care Committee of the Washington
University in St. Louis School of Medicine with fish maintenance previously
described.101
4.5.2 Drug treatments
For initial testing of AZD1152-HPQA AurkB inhibitor, embryos were injected at
volumes of 0.5nL, 1nL, and 1.5nL of 0.1% DMSO with no inhibitor and with doses of
0.04 and 0.4pg, 0.08 and 0.8pg, and 0.12 and 1.2pg of AZD1152-HPQA, respectively.
Embryos were injected into the yolk prior to the one-cell stage. Phenotypes were
assessed between high and sphere stages.
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For testing the effects of AurkB inhibition during epiboly, embryos were injected
with 0.5nL of 0.1% DMSO and 0.5nL of 30μM and 50μM of AZD1152-HPQA dissolved
in 0.1% DMSO in the YSL at high stage.
4.5.3 mRNA synthesis and injection
All injected mRNAs were synthesized from corresponding linearized plasmid
templates using mMessage mMachine Kit (Ambion). Injections were either performed
into the yolk prior to the one-cell stage or into the YSL at high stage as indicated.
4.5.4 Tubulin immunostaining and confocal imaging
Immunostaining for microtubules and modified tubulin was carried out using a
modified protocol from Solnica-Krezel and Driever 45. 60% epiboly stage embryos were
fixed in microtubule assembly fixative (80mM KPIPES pH 6.5, 5mM EGTA, 1mM MgCl2,
3.7% formaldehyde, 0.25% glutaraldehyde, and 0.2% Triton X-100) for 2 hours at room
temperature and then at -20°C overnight. Embryos were manually dechorionated with
forceps the next day followed by overnight incubation in 100% methanol at -20°C. To
quench the glutaraldehyde from the fixative, embryos were incubated in PBS containing
100mM NaBH4 in 24-well plastic plates for 8-10 hours at room temperature, followed by
several washes in TBS and a 30-minute room temperature incubation in TBS with 2%
bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 5% normal goat serum (NGS). The embryos were
then incubated with primary antibody (1:500 DM1A) in TBS containing 2% BSA and 5%
NGS overnight at -20°C, followed by 5 x 10-minute washes in TBS at room temperature.
The embryos were incubated in secondary antibody (1:500 Alexa Fluor 488, 568, and/or
633) in TBS containing 2% BSA and 5% NGS overnight at -20°C, followed by 5 x 20minute washes in TBS at room temperature. DAPI staining (1:1000) was performed at
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room temperature for 10 min, followed by 3 x 5-minute washes in TBS. Embryos were
mounted in 3% methylcellulose on a glass bottom dish (Ted Pella, Inc.) and imaged
using a spinning-disk confocal microscope (Olympus IX81, Quorum) with a 10X
objective and Z-stacks of

0μm at μm intervals.

4.5.5 Fluorescent tubulin live labeling and confocal imaging
To label live tubulin, embryos were injected prior to the one-cell stage with 100pg
of Alexa Fluor 647-labeled tubulin in supplied buffer (PurSolutions). Storage and
thawing procedures to prevent tubulin from coming out of solution according to
manufacturer’s instructions. These embryos were manually dechorionated with forceps
during high stage and then mounted in 0.3% low-melting agarose surrounded by a 3%
low-melting agarose base on a glass bottom dish (Ted Pella, Inc.) at dome stage.
Microtubule spindles were imaged using a Nikon Spinning Disk Confocal with a 100X oil
immersion objective at various lengths of Z-stack with an interval of 0.5μm.

Chapter 5: Discussion
5.1 Perspective
dachsous (ds) in Drosophila has traditionally been studied in planar cell polarity
signaling (PCP) and Hippo signaling. The phenotypes described in previous studies of
Dchs1 mutant mice suggests conservation of its role in PCP (shorter cochlea, wider and
shorter sternums, and reduced branching of kidneys)166,167 and Hippo (smaller lungs,
intestines, and craniofacial bones)168 signaling functions. However, the roles for
dachsous (dchs) genes in vertebrates are likely more diverse than those in Drosophila.
Mammals have two dchs orthologues and zebrafish have three with spatiotemporally
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overlapping expression patterns, suggesting semi-redundant functions. In fact, studies
from our and other laboratories implicated dchs in diverse processes, such as neuronal
migration (Jimann Shin, unpublished), heart development,160,161 yolk-cytoplasmic
streaming, dorsal determinant transport, early cleavages100 (Chapter 2), and epiboly
(Chapter 3). Additionally, certain downstream effectors of Ds, Dachs and Vamana, do
not have clear orthologs in vertebrates, meaning there may be vertebrate-specific
mechanisms that have not been identified.131–134,147,150–152
My work on dchs-dependent regulation of the zebrafish yolk microtubule network
has expanded our knowledge on how Dchs proteins regulate microtubules, by
demonstrating they affect microtubule stability and dynamics. We provided evidence
that Dchs proteins positively regulate dynamics at both ends of microtubules, by limiting
polymerization and/or promoting catastrophes at the plus end, and by limiting the
localization of CAMSAP1, a protein known to confer microtubule stabilization, at the
minus end. We also show, for the first time, endogenous Dchs1b-6xsfGFP expression
at the membrane and cytoplasm of cells during epiboly stages.
My work on the three dchs genes during epiboly has also unveiled their partially
redundant functions. Functional redundancy of Dchs1 and Dchs2 have been previously
described in mice. In Dchs1 single mutants, the nephron progenitor pool expanded.
Dchs2 single mutants do not exhibit a similar kidney phenotype, but Dchs1; Dchs2
double mutants exhibit an even larger progenitor pool compared to Dchs1 single
mutants. This exacerbated phenotype indicates functional redundancy of these two
genes in Hippo signaling, while my work indicates redundancy of the three zebrafish
dchs genes in the regulation of yolk microtubule dynamics during epiboly in zebrafish.317
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ds in Drosophila regulates microtubule polarity and alignment in the developing
wing epithelium. These apically localized, acentrosomal parallel microtubule arrays are
required for transport and asymmetrical localization of certain core PCP proteins.139,140
Previous work from our laboratory, also demonstrated a requirement of Dchs1b for
alignment of the acentrosomal array of microtubules at the vegetal pole of the zebrafish
zygote that is required for dorsal determinant transport.100 In zebrafish gastrulae,
however, mesenchymal cells contain radial microtubule arrays emanating from
microtubule organizing centers (MTOCs).143 The organization of centrosomal and
acentrosomal microtubules may require different mechanisms for microtubule regulation
by dchs/ds. My work analyzes a different type of microtubule network found in the yolk
cytoplasmic layer (YCL) of zebrafish, adding to our overall understanding of a more
general role for dchs in regulating microtubule dynamics in addition to the role in
regulating polarity and alignment of microtubules.
While the molecular mechanism of how ds regulates microtubules in Drosophila
remains unknown, we show a novel mechanism through which dchs1b promotes
microtubule dynamics during early cleavages through interactions with Tetratricopeptide
repeat-containing 28 (Ttc28) and Aurora B kinase (AurkB). Only certain downstream
effectors, lowfat, riquiqui, and minibrain, have vertebrate orthologues, but others
characterized in Drosophila such as dachs and vamana, have no clear vertebrate
orthologues. Our work is the first to identify a specific downstream mechanism for dchs
roles in regulation of the cytoskeleton in vertebrates.
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5.2 dchs genes regulate microtubules outside of cell division
In Chapter 3, we show that dchs is required to regulate the yolk cell microtubule
network during epiboly. The process of epiboly, or the thinning and spreading of the
blastoderm to enclose the yolk, requires a dynamic microtubule network in the yolk. The
regulation of the dynamics of the microtubules here is important, as even increased
microtubule stability can lead to epiboly delay or arrest.45,46 In dchs triple mutants, the
process of epiboly is delayed, and yolk microtubules are bundled. Additionally, yolk
microtubule polymerization events are longer in both duration and displacement,
suggesting dchs is somehow limiting polymerization events. In microtubule
polymerization studies, scientists usually use polymerization information to infer
catastrophes. In this case, the presence of EB3 on a microtubule indicates this
microtubule is actively polymerizing. The absence of EB3 is indicative of a catastrophe
event. With this logic, dchs mutant embryos are less prone to catastrophe, meaning
dchs could be promoting microtubule catastrophes.
The minus ends of microtubules typically exhibit less dynamicity, but minus-end
binding proteins, like calmodulin-regulated spectrin-associated proteins (CAMSAPs) can
indicate increased microtubule stability.231–234 Increased association of CAMSAP1
protein with the yolk microtubule network in dchs mutants compared to wild-type
gastrulae, indicates a role for dchs in limiting CAMSAP1-microtubule association to
promote microtubule dynamics (Figure 3.5). There are three CAMSAPs in mammals,
and they differ in deposition patterns at the minus end, with CAMSAP1 tracking minus
tips, and CAMSAP2/3 binding to certain lengths of minus ends. However, in our study,
CAMSAP1 staining pattern appeared more similar to that of mammalian CAMSAP2/3
than CAMSAP1. This could be due to cross-reactivity of the antibody with other
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CAMSAP proteins, which is even further complicated by the fact that zebrafish hare five
camsap genes (1a, 1b, 2a, 2b, 3), and specific deposition patterns of their protein
products have not been analyzed.357 Most studies of CAMSAP proteins have been
conducted in vitro, and while another research group has implicated CAMSAP2 in
endothelial cell sprouting,364 our study is the first to analyze CAMSAP proteins during
gastrulation. Just as there are differences in microtubule regulation during mitosis and
during non-mitotic events, there are likely differences in the regulation of microtubules
associating with centrosomes versus those that are non-centrosomal and associate with
CAMSAP proteins. Therefore, it will be important to compare the effects of Dchs on
microtubules organized by centrosomes as well as CAMSAPs.
We showed acetylation of microtubules generally appeared higher in bundled
microtubules compared to non-bundled microtubules in both wild type and dchs mutants
(Figure 3.6). Whereas more bundled microtubules are observed in dchs mutants (Figure
3.3), it is difficult to determine whether this acetylation is dchs-specific, or simply a result
of hyperstabilized microtubule bundles. There also appeared to be no significant change
in microtubule tyrosination (Figure 3.6). There are other microtubule modifications we
have not analyzed in dchs mutants that could affect stability in this mutant background.
It is also possible that microtubule modifications are not a suitable method for
determining stability of microtubules in yolk microtubules simply because these
microtubules have not existed long enough to accumulate them.

5.3 dchs genes have semi-overlapping functions in regulating zebrafish
epiboly
The zebrafish genome contains three dchs genes, all with different temporal
expression patterns. dchs1b RNA is heavily maternally loaded, which is why previous
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studies of this gene have focused on the earliest developmental events, including cell
cleavages. Transcript levels of dchs1a and dchs2 peak at 70% epiboly and yolk plug
closure (YPC), respectively.100 Therefore, we used triple dchs mutants to study the roles
of dchs in epiboly.
Previous studies of MZdchs1b mutant embryos showed severe defects in
cytoplasmic streaming and early cell cleavages,100,101 which could be responsible for
defects in any later developmental processes, including epiboly. MZdchs1a and
MZdchs2 mutants do not display these same early defects.100 Therefore, the triple
mutant background we chose to use was MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/-. These
embryos had no gross morphological defects prior to the onset of epiboly. This ensured
we were studying true primary defects in epiboly attributable to loss of dchs function.
We showed that dchs1a and dchs2 are partially redundant with Zdchs1b (not Mdchs1b).
Zdchs1b-/- and MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b+/-; MZdchs2-/- mutant backgrounds had less severe
and penetrant epiboly defects compared to MZdchs1a-/-; Zdchs1b-/-; MZdchs2-/-.
Functional redundancy of Dchs1 and Dchs2 was previously described in Hippo
signaling in the mouse kidney. Dchs1 single mutants have an expanded nephron
progenitor pool, while Dchs2 single mutants do not. Dchs1; Dchs2 double mutants
exhibit an even larger progenitor pool compared to Dchs1 single mutants, indicating
functional redundancy.317
However, maternal dchs1b transcripts may still contribute to any role dchs1b has
in epiboly. Removal of maternal dchs1b after early cleavages and prior to the onset of
epiboly in MZdchs1a; MZdchs2 double mutants could lead to a more severe phenotype
with less variability. This added temporal control could be possible using a modified
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auxin-inducible degradation system. Auxin hormone is plant-specific and promotes
interaction of Tir1 (plant-specific) with a ubiquitin ligase complex (plants and
vertebrates), responsible for marking AID with ubiquitin, marking it for degradation. In
2012, researchers made use of this system to degrade marked proteins in mammalian
cells. They tagged a protein of interest with AID, exogenously expressed Tir1, and
treated the cells with auxin to trigger protein degradation.365 In 2018, researchers used
this system in zebrafish. Importantly, they generated a nanobody fused to AID that
recognizes GFP and associates GFP-tagged proteins with AID, allowing for the use of
existing GFP fusion lines. They injected mRNAs coding for the nanobody and Tir1 and
subsequently added auxin at the time of intended degradation.366 Our lab has already
generated dchs knock-in lines fused to six copies of GFP that would be compatible with
this system. However, the kinetics of this system in zebrafish embryos would need
further investigation to determine suitability for this experimental strategy.

5.4 Dchs1b regulates embryonic cleavages by regulating Ttc28
In Chapter 2, we show a novel mechanism through which dchs1b promotes
microtubule dynamics during early cell cleavages. There is no evidence that Dchs
proteins can bind directly to microtubules, so effector proteins must have played a role
as well. We show that Ttc28 limits microtubule dynamics, and that Dchs1b limits Ttc28
activity by recruiting it to the cell membrane and away from the cytoplasm and MTOCs.
We hypothesize that Ttc28 colocalization with MTOCs is important for the regulation of
microtubule dynamics. A previous study indicated ttc28 was required for cell division,
but nothing indicated Ttc28 bound microtubules directly either. Indeed, Dchs1b-Ttc28
can bind AurkB, a protein known to regulate the activity of other microtubule associated
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proteins (MAPs), in vitro. MZdchs1b mutants were sensitive to AurkB inhibition, while
MZttc28 mutants were resistant to it. This differential response indicated a biological
significance to the Dchs1b-Ttc28-AurkB complex.
In fact, our follow-up studies showed that the correct level of dchs1b expression
is required for proper localization of AurkB protein to midzone microtubules in dividing
cells (Figure 4.4). Because AurkB needs to localize to the midzone to regulate the
activity of a multitude of MAPs and cell division regulators, this mislocalization may have
affected AurkB activity.323,340,361 However, further study is required to confirm and
understand how Dchs1b regulates AurkB activity and how this relates to the cell cycle.
For instance, co-immunoprecipitations (Co-IPs) could be performed in synchronized cell
culture to assess levels of Dchs1b-Ttc28-AurkB complexing throughout the cell cycle.
Overall, the Dchs1b-Ttc28-AurkB mechanism of regulation of microtubules during
cell cleavages relies on Dchs1b altering the localization of Ttc28 and AurkB. While this
specific mechanism has not been described in Drosophila, other downstream effectors
of Ds are also recruited to the cell membrane. In PCP signaling, Ds recruits Dachs, an
atypical myosin, to the cell membrane. In turn, Dachs may regulate cell polarity by
altering the actin cytoskeleton.131,132 In Hippo signaling, Ds recruits Vamana, which then
recruits Dachs to the membrane, and this negatively regulates Warts (Wts)
kinase.147,150,151 Ds also recruits Riquiqui and Minibrain kinase, and the latter
phosphorylates Wts to negatively regulate its activity.152 Inhibition of Wts allows Yorkie
(Yki)-dependent transcription of Hippo pathway target genes. Therefore, binding
cytoplasmic proteins via its intracellular domain and regulating their subcellular
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distribution, may be a general mechanism by which Dchs regulates intracellular
processes.

5.5 Dchs: A transmembrane protein, or free-floating intracellular domain?
Dchs and Fat cadherins are studied as single-pass transmembrane proteins. Yet,
previous studies showed evidence that Fat intracellular domain (ICD) can be cleaved
from full-length Fat and this cleavage product can influence mitochondrial function. 105
No such evidence exists for cleavage of Dchs ICD proteins, but cleavage of its
extracellular domain may play an important role in polarization of Fat-Ds and the
subsequent propagation of PCP signaling in Drosophila.104 Additionally, three different
ds isoforms are expressed and potentially have different biological functions related to
both PCP and Hippo signaling: Ds-extracellular, Ds1 (alternatively spliced ICD), and Dsintracellular (DsIntra).106 We also detect on western blots smaller bands of Dchs1b-GFP
protein, which could correspond with these other isoforms (Figure 3.2). Existing
RNAseq datasets also suggest expression of three different dchs1b, but their temporal
expression patterns need further characterization, as their low abundance may have
impacted overall quantification in the dataset (Figure 5.1C & D). More importantly, the
two isoforms, dchs1b-201 and dchs1b-203, are predicted to encode a free-floating ICDs
containing conserved motif 2 (CM2), which we showed was required for interaction with
Ttc28. In lacking an extracellular domain (ECD), these isoforms could perform functions
that are Fat-independent. Further study is needed to determine whether other dchs1b
isoforms have different functions during zebrafish development.
Some evidence suggests Dchs1b-ICD is sufficient to perform at least some
Dchs1b functions. Overexpression of dchs1b-ICD is sufficient to partially rescue yolk
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microtubule defects in MZdchs1b mutants.100 Additionally, in Chapter 4 of this
dissertation I showed that overexpression of dchs1b-ICD was sufficient to mislocalize
AurkB from microtubule spindles (Figure 4.4). Both instances suggest roles for Dchs
independent from Fat.
This presents an outstanding question regarding whether Dchs proteins operate
simply by recruiting binding proteins to the plasma membrane similar to an anchor, or if
free-floating Dchs-ICD is sufficient to exert some downstream effects on interacting
proteins, akin to a sponge (Figure 5.2). First, we would need to detect and quantitatively
analyze expression levels to confirm initial RNAseq findings to determine if endogenous
transcripts coding for Dchs-ICD exists. Because these isoforms are expressed at such
low levels, qRT-PCR is likely insufficient to quantify these differences in expression in a
reproducible way. Instead, digital droplet PCR (ddPCR) has been shown to be more
effective and reproducible to measure expression levels of low abundance targets. 367
Then, we would need to address any Fat-independent functional differences of a freefloating ICD and tethered Dchs. We could compare the ability of a free-floating Dchs1bICD and a membrane-tethered Dchs1b-ICD constructs to rescue microtubule defects in
MZdchs1b mutants and determine whether there is a difference in efficacy. If tethered
Dchs1b-ICD is more effective at rescuing microtubule defects, then the membrane
localization of Dchs1b-ICD is important for regulating microtubule dynamics. If there is
no difference between the two forms, that would suggest only actual binding of Dchs1bICD is important for regulation of protein binding partners.
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Figure 5.1: dchs expression data from publicly available RNAseq dataset
A. Graphical representations of dchs1b isoforms, not to scale.
B. RNAseq expression of dchs1a, dchs1b, dchs2, transcripts per million (TPM).
C. RNAseq expression of dchs1b isoforms, TPM.
D. RNAseq expression of dchs1b isoforms, fraction of total dchs1b transcripts.
Data obtained from Busch-Nentwick lab, Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute368
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Figure 5.2: Models for Dchs action

5.6 Defining additional molecular mechanisms for Dchs-dependent
microtubule regulation
In Chapter 2, we showed the results of a Co-IP followed by mass spectrometry to
identify rat Dchs1 interacting proteins in vitro. A top candidate was Ttc28, and we were
able to confirm this interaction and determine a novel mechanism for Dchs1b regulation
of microtubules. With genetic analysis, loss of ttc28 rescued microtubule dynamics
phenotypes in MZdchs1b mutants, but this was not sufficient to rescue overall cleavage
defects. Moreover, Dchs1b is also required for normal cytoplasmic streaming and
cortical granule exocytosis, processes mediated by actomyosin.100 This suggests there
are additional proteins interacting with Dchs1b responsible for regulating these
processes. To identify additional proteins interacting with Dchs specific to zebrafish cell
cleavages and gastrulation, we will conduct additional Co-IP mass spectrometry
experiments. Our lab has generated knock-in lines labeling each dchs gene
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endogenously with six copies of GFP. To further understand the similarities and
differences amongst Dchs1a, Dchs1b, and Dchs2, we can conduct Co-IP mass
spectrometry experiments in parallel and compare proteins pulled down by each.
In addition to comparing binding partners of all three Dchs proteins, we can use a
similar Co-IP mass spectrometry strategy to determine which binding proteins, in
addition to Ttc28, require CM2 to interact with Dchs. The predicted tertiary structure of
Dchs1b-ICD suggests CM2 would be a major binding site for other proteins. In
performing parallel Co-IP mass spectrometry experiments on dchs1b-6xsfGFP knock-in
protein lysate and dchs1b-ΔCM2-6xsfGFP knock-in protein lysate, we can determine
which proteins likely require CM2. Identified proteins binding CM2 could be forming
complexes with Ttc28 and AurkB, or they may be competing with this complex for Dchs
binding. Additionally, if we compare the mutant phenotypes of MZdchs1b-/- with
MZdchs1b-ΔCM2-6xsfGFP, the ΔCM2 embryos may only exhibit a subset of the
phenotypes seen in full loss of function. This would provide clues as to which processes
an interacting protein that requires CM2 regulates.
Overall, our work established a novel mechanism for dchs1b-dependent
regulation of microtubules during early cell divisions. Genetic interaction studies
indicated that while the Dchs1b-Ttc28-AurkB mechanism was responsible for regulation
of microtubule dynamics, it is likely not the only mechanism for dchs1b regulation of
early cleavages. Cell divisions also require contraction of actin for cytokinesis to occur.
Because MZdchs1b-/- exhibits defects in other processes that require actin, it is possible
that dchs1b somehow regulates actin during early cleavages by a separate mechanism.
Our work also demonstrates partial redundancy amongst the three dchs genes during
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epiboly. Moving forward, this finding can be used as a starting point for further
dissection of non-overlapping functions of these three genes. We also show that Dchs
cadherins can regulate microtubules at plus and minus ends outside of cell division, and
in future work, it will be important to better understand how Dchs cadherins may
regulate microtubules in other contexts, such as cell shape and during cell migration.
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